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                                                      Abstract  
The present study aimed at detecting, classifying and interpreting the different 

typologies of explicitation found in the context of Arabic translated texts as a result of 

different techniques and sub-techniques. The contrastive analysis, viz. the alignment of 

the two Arabic translated texts with their English source text, has resulted into detecting 

four main techniques of explicitation namely: (1) lexical explicitation, (2) syntactic 

explicitation, (3) pragmatic explicitation, and (4) textual explicitation. Each main 

technique, mentioned above, is realized by sub-technique(s). To begin with, lexical 

explicitation comprises four sub-techniques: (a) the lexicalization technique, (b) 

expansion of lexical items, (c) addition of lexical items, and (d) specification technique. 

Syntactic explicitation is divided into three sub-techniques: (a) addition of linking ties, 

(b) expansion of phrases, and (c) spelling out implicatures. Pragmatic explicitation is 

realized by spelling out culture-specific features. Textual explicitation was counted by 

counting the number of orthographic words in the English source text and its two Arabic 

translations, as well as the Arabic source texts and their English translations, in order to 

test the hypothesis which states that translated text is longer than its source text. The 
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results of English- Arabic translations have refuted the hypothesis whereas the results of 

Arabic-English translation have confirmed the same hypothesis.  

     However, the general results of the textual and contrastive analysis in the present 

study revealed that English-Arabic translations exhibit instances of various types and 

techniques of explicitation due to the nature of the translation process itself. Moreover, 

the statistics reported in the tables of data analysis showed that the two translators may 

sometimes differ or agree in using a given sub-technique for the same text segment.  

The interpretation of results was based on the conclusion that four functions have 

prompted the translator(s) to use the various explicitation techniques. These functions 

are: (1) avoiding ambiguity, (2) adding extra explicitness, (3) explicating logical 

relations, and (4) explicating language- and culture-specific features. Each of the 

functions was interpreted with relation to instances of the various explicitation sub-

techniques which have been found in the results of data analysis mentioned above.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

           Today, translation studies (henceforth, TS) is an established field of study, a 

discipline or interdiscipline in its own right. The subject has grown in importance as 

issues of intercultural communication have been highlighted by the impact of 

globalization and new electronic media. In its development, the focus of scholars' 

translation has varied. In the 1970s, their discussions focused on issues of equivalence 

to move beyond binary appositions between languages. More recently, they also 

explored broader questions of power relations between linguistic systems. 

 The birth of (TS) as an autonomous discipline started in 1972 when Holmes 

(1972) suggested the distinctive term for the emerging discipline in modern languages. 

He proposed the word "studies" since this word can comprise various phenomena 

related to translation. Holmes's article was described as a turning point in the translation 

history from 'translation' to ' translation studies'. He divided the field which TS covers 

into two significant areas: (1) pure TS and (2) applied TS. Within pure TS, two 

subdivisions are observed: (a) descriptive translation studies (DTS) comprising product-

oriented DTS and function-oriented DTS and (b) process-oriented DTS.  Product-

oriented DTS is a subdivision that studies translations; it analyses translated texts and 

describes what happened in their translation. This means that it deals with actual 

translated texts. Function-oriented DTS focuses on the context of culture and social 

situation of translations in the target language and culture. However, process-oriented 

DTS deals with cognitive processes that take place during the act of translating. This is 

evident in comparing different translators' texts, their feelings and thoughts while 

translating. 
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   The theoretical discipline of TS is also subdivided into general and partial 

theories. The general one proposes that there has been no general theory yet and the 

search for such a theory would be complex. In order to arrive at a general theory, TS is 

supposed to set partial theories which are restricted. According to Holmes, there are six 

such partial theories; namely, (i) medium-restricted theories which differentiate between 

human and machine translations. This subdivision is needed because human translators 

have knowledge which is different from machines. Machine translation also needs 

human assistance; it means that someone has to program the computer. Human 

translations are also subdivided into written and oral ones. The oral translation can be 

done simultaneously (while hearing) or consecutively (after a short paragraph or 

sentence). (ii) Area-restricted theories are restricted to specific languages or cultures. 

Holmes (1972) made an important distinction between language and culture to avoid 

misunderstanding. For example, in Spain, people speak Catalan or Spanish but they 

share the same culture; whereas, people from Spain and Mexico do not share the same 

culture but they do share the same language. (iii) Rank-restricted theories mean that 

texts and discourses can be analyzed at different linguistic levels, e.g. at the sentence or 

word levels. (iv) Text-type restricted theories investigate the translation of specific text 

types such as literary or scientific texts. (v) Time-restricted theories concentrate on 

differences between contemporary and old translations. (vi) Problem-restricted theories 

deal with certain problems of translating, e.g. one such phenomenon is equivalence or 

universals in translation. 

         Within applied TS, on the other hand, Holmes focused on: (i) translator training. 

This discipline concentrates on the teaching and testing of translation in foreign 

language as well as on curriculum design. (ii) Translation aids; namely, lexicography, 

terminologies and grammars are studied as they constitute a great help to the translator. 
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(iii) Translation criticism aims at comparing different translated versions and making 

statements about their value. 

        With the applied branch of TS, Holmes has mentioned another issue, i.e. 

translation policy, which means planning the place of translation in a specific culture or 

society. Furthermore, in this study Holmes stresses the social-cultural dimensions of 

translation; those dimensions which have been neglected by other translation scholars. 

Holmes finally concludes his perspective with the sentence: "Let the meta-discussions 

begin" (p. 79), which signifies an initial attempt to build the theoretical background for 

TS. 

  With Holmes's distinctive approach towards translation and TS, the translator, 

who has been shrouded by the source text author/ culture, has at last found the 

opportunity to get the identity as an expert which s/he deserved long ago. Moreover, 

translators become free from the eternal bonds between themselves and the source 

language culture, and author. Additionally, it has been realized and accepted that true 

translation cannot depend only on the source language, culture, or author. By taking 

Holmes's study as a starting point, other scholars have focused on the cultural aspects of 

target language and they have developed many theories regarding TS for example, the 

development of Even-Zohar's polysystem theory in literature and turning it to study the 

target culture, as will be discussed later in the present study. 

  Toury (1995) argued that to achieve a perfect version of translation in texts, a 

translator has to know the descriptive translation study (henceforth DTS). He focused 

on putting the text within target culture to search for its significance and acceptability. 

A translator must compare the source with the target texts to investigate shifts and 

identify relationships between source and target text segments. A translator must detect 
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implications to decision-making in future translations. Thus, attention has shifted from 

the source text towards the target text.  

  Toury (1999) thought that regularities in translation behaviour which are 

external evidence that reflect the norms existence are essential. There have to be a 

distinction between norms and strategies. He stated that norms and repeated strategies in 

translation are not identical. The norms are the ideas behind strategies norms, as said, 

"exist only in situations which allow for alternative kinds of behaviour, involving the 

need to select among these, with the additional condition that selection be non-

random"(p.15).  

           Toury's norms in DTS are regarded laws in translation and have led to be 

universal properties in translation. The laws he has proposed are as follows: (1) the law 

of growing standardization, which states that textual relations of the original are ignored 

and those of the target language are emphasized. (2) The law of interference which 

mentions that the linguistic features of the source text are copied in the target text when 

the target language or culture is minor. He confirmed that any translation phenomenon 

must not be immediately regarded as norms but they may be a result of translation 

universals since universals are not culturally and socially constrained as norms. 

  Universal rules are determined regardless of the language text type or period 

since as Baker (2006) says "Universals are relatable to cognitive factors rather than 

social ones" (p.53). 

  Despite the difficulties in the investigation of norms and universals, they have 

become the focus of DTS in general and corpus-based translation studies in particular. 

The study of language via computer gives a huge support to TS in terms of analyzing 

the tendencies of translation and norms. Its development started from the 1990s and 

Baker and Laviosa were the first scholars who used computerized corpora in studying 
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some features of translation. This, however, does not mean that there was no interest in 

studying those features in earlier decades. Blum-Kulka's (1986) hypothesis of 

'explicitation' as well as 'lexical density' and 'normalization' and other hypotheses of 

other scholars are some earlier evidence in studying or analyzing those tendencies. 

  The concept of target-orientedness in DTS is part of Even-Zohar's (1978) 

polysystem theory in which he turns his study of literature to this concept. Before 

discussing the significance of this theory in literature, a brief idea about literary 

translation in general may be in order. Literary translation includes the translation of 

various genres of literature studies prose, drama, and poetry. Literary translation deals 

with translating texts written in a literary language which carries ambiguities, 

homonyms and arbitrariness, as distinct from the language of science. Literary language 

is highly connotative because each author has his own lexicon, style, and imagery, and 

uses certain literary techniques, such as proverbs, figures of speech and homonyms.  

  A literary translator, according to Newmark (1989): 

 Generally respects good writing by taking into account the language, structures 

and content, whatever the nature of the text. The literary translator participates 

in the author's creative activity and then recreates structures and signs by 

adapting the target language text to the source language text as closely as 

intelligibility allows (p. 34).  

The concept of fidelity in literary translation must also be taken into consideration since 

fidelity means the relationship between author's intentions, target language and target 

reader. If the translator ignores one of these aspects and remains faithful to only one of 

them he/s cannot be faithful to the sense. 

  The development of the study of literature as a system was highlighted by Even-

Zohar (1978) who thought that literature is like other cultural activities and is to be seen 
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as a network of relations among phenomena. Literature is both concrete language which 

includes texts, authors, publishers and abstract which includes status within the system, 

methods of marketing and textual models. He believed the literary system is dynamic on 

its own and assumed that literature is a polysystem, i.e. a system which comprises other 

systems. In this respect, he stated that "polysystem is a multiple system, a system of 

various systems which intersect with each other and partly overlap; using concurrently 

different options, yet functioning as one structured whole, whose members are 

interdependent" (p. 11). 

  The literary system is divided between the center which includes norms and 

models of the polysystem as a whole and the periphery, viz. between the canon system 

which locates the center of the polysystem and the non-canon, between the systems of 

children and adults' literature and finally between translated and non-translated 

literature. From this, Even-Zohar ensured that the literary system is not isolated from 

the other system but its operation is the result of its relationship with other polysystems. 

  The development of the theory of target-orientedness in TS and corpus-based 

translation studies as well as the focus on the position of translated texts in the target 

culture in addition to their relation with the culture of the original text can be considered 

part and parcel of modern translation studies. Moreover, the development of polysystem 

theory in literature especially after Toury's extension to this theory by taking into 

account the role of norms in the process of translation is another basic development. All 

these reasons above attracted translation scholars to follow a systematic study in 

analyzing a certain phenomenon in literary text to ensure that the translation carries the 

same effect (fidelity) as the source text and using norms as a tool for descriptive 

analysis which will make the translated text acceptable in its polysystem and also 

adequate to the original. 
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1.0 Statement of the problem:   

           Regardless of the languages they are involved in, translators have been found to 

explicate the target texts which they produce. Many researchers have investigated these 

explicitation techniques in different languages. In the present study, the researcher tried 

to identify and investigate the problem of overt realizations and shifts found in Arabic 

translated texts with reference to the explicitation strategy. The present research focused 

on those shifts which are attributable to the process of translation itself and not those 

which are due to the different language systems of English and Arabic. 

1.1 Objectives and Questions of the study 

The objective of this study was to detect, describe and explain the different 

instances of explicitations [i.e., lexical, syntactic, pragmatic and textual] found in 

Arabic translated texts as a  result of using different techniques like: (a) adding 

linguistic items in Arabic translated texts, (b) spelling out the cultural-specific 

information in the source text for the target reader who is unfamiliar with such 

information, (c) disambiguating vague referents of the source language and explaining 

(d) filling out elliptical gaps by adding certain semantic and syntactic connectors. 

         The questions which the present study tried to answer are the following: 

(1) What instances and types of explicitation techniques can be detected in the context 

of English-Arabic translations? 

(2) What are the different types and techniques used by writers to explicate the source 

text in general? 

 (3) What are the factors that determine when and where translators introduce 

explicitation to help the readers grasp the intended meaning?  
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1.2 Significance of the Study 

This study is both descriptive and corpus-based, in line with the new trend of 

research in TS. It also sheds more light on the translation phenomenon of explicitation 

as found in Arabic translated texts, which is a text type that is under-investigated in 

Arabic. Most studies in translation have shown a bias towards the study of translated 

texts in Indo-European languages which are genetically related. This study, however, 

investigated the phenomenon of explicitation in Arabic, a Semitic language, which is 

genetically distant from English and other Indo-European languages. Its findings are 

therefore expected to redress the balance and enrich the field of translation theory and 

TS. 

1.3 Definitions of Basic Terms 

          The following definitions of basic terms have been adopted as working 

definitions in the present study:  

i. Translation Universals: They are common features that occur in translated 

texts but not in original ones. They are not the result of interference from a specific 

linguistic system.  

ii. Explicitation: The phenomenon which frequently leads to target text stating 

source text information in a more explicit form than the original. Such a process is used 

to fill out gaps in translation by inserting additional explanatory phrases, spelling out 

implicatures or adding semantic connectors to help the logical flow of the new text and 

to increase readability. This process is motivated by the translators' conscious desire to 

explain the meaning to the reader. 

iii. Translation Shift: It is a departure from formal correspondence in the process 

of going from the source language to the target language. Shifts are of two categories: 

(a) level shifts and (b) category shifts. The former involves all the shifts which occur in 
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translation between the two linguistic levels of grammar and lexis. However, the latter 

involves shifts like changing the class of the ST category in the target language.  
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Chapter Two 

Review of Literature 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents two sections. Section (2.1) is a survey of theoretical 

literature and section (2.2) presents related literature.  

2.1 Theoretical Literature 

 Recently, Translation Studies has shifted from comparing translated texts with 

their source texts to the study of language of translation. The systematic study of this 

field has revealed many common distinctive features in translated texts as compared 

with the source and target languages. Scholars of translation have called such features 

as either 'universals', 'tendencies', 'regularities', or 'laws'. 

 The first use of the notion of explicitation is to be found in Vinay and Darbelent 

(1958). They defined it as "a stylistic translation techniques which consists of making 

explicit in the target language what remains implicit in the source language because it is 

apparent from either the context or the situation" (p. 342).  

 Halliday and Hasan (1976), (See Baker (1992), p.12) argued that lexical 

cohesion does not deal with grammatical or semantic connections but with connections 

based on the words used. It is achieved by the selection of certain vocabulary and by 

using semantically close items. As lexical cohesion in itself carries no indication 

whether it is functioning cohesively or not, it always requires reference to the text or to 

some other lexical items to be interpreted correctly. They also divided lexical cohesion 

into (i) reiteration and (ii) collocation. The former refers to a large range of relations 

between one lexical item and another occurring before it in text, where the second 

lexical item can be a repetition to the first one, as is the situation in super ordinate 
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clauses, synonym or near synonym. As for the latter, viz. collocation, it is a relationship 

between lexical items that occur in the same environment.  

      Barthudárov and Vaseva (1980) understood the notion of explicitation to be 

additions too. The Bulgarian scholar Vaseva's, who works on Russian-Bulgarian 

translation, believed that the target text language exhibits additions because the 

linguistic asymmetry needs explicit expressions that remain implicit in source text 

language. She explained grammatical additions with respect to so-called 'missing 

categories'. Bulgarian, for instances, has articles while Russian does not have. Likewise, 

the progressive aspect and the copula can be omitted in Russian, but can not in 

Bulgarian. She also refered to the so-called pragmatic additions which are used as they 

are originally known by a source language reader but they are unfamiliar to a target 

language reader;  thus, they require explanation in translation. 

 Frawley (1984) used the term 'third code' or 'third text' to describe the language 

of translation text. He said that the unique language which is selected as a result of the 

source and target texts confrontation, viz. languages and cultures confrontation, is also a 

descriptive instrument which has been realized by observation and comparison of 

source with target texts and comparison of source with target materials.  

 Blum-Kulka (1986) developed the notion of translation universals in her 

investigation of shifts of cohesion and coherence. She defined coherence as  

           "covert potential meaning relationship among parts of a text, made over by the                    

           reader or listener through processes of interpretation", while cohesion is "an         

           overt  relationship holding between parts of the text, expressed by language         

           specific markers" (p.299).  

          She also studied reader-focused shifts which are related to the change of reader 

and text- focused shifts which are associated with the translation process itself. She 
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concluded that reader-focused shifts of coherence are unavoidable as is obvious in her 

words: "unless the translator is normatively free to transplant the text from one culture 

environment to another" (p.309). Text focused shifts of coherence are the result of the 

translator's choices which reflect his/her inability to realize the potential meaning. She 

stated that "the translator failed to realize the functions a particular linguistic system, or 

a particular form, plays in conveying indirect meaning in a given text" (p. 309). Finally, 

she emphasized that shifts of coherence and cohesion should be treated by contrasting 

the process of translation with discourse. She said that, "Translation is a process by 

which what is said might become obvious and clear while what is meant becomes vague 

and obscure" (p. 312). 

Evidence in support of the explicitation hypothesis is also provided by a study 

by Séguinot (1988) in which she found greater explicitness in both English-French and 

French-English translations in the form of improved topic-comment links, additions of 

linking words and substitution of subordinate by coordinate clauses. She believed that 

Blum-Kulka's perspective is correct, "namely that the process of translation naturally 

includes a process of explicitation" (p. 106). However, Séguinot thought that Blum-

Kulka's definition is "too narrow", and instead she believed that "explicitness does not 

necessarily mean redundancy" (p. 108). As she thought,  

"Languages are inherently explicit or implicit in the kinds of information they     

            convey and the way they convey it, first through their formal properties and        

            secondly through their stylistic and rhetorical preferences" (p. 108).  

She thought that the term explicitation should be reserved in translation studies 

for those additions, which cannot be illustrated by structural, stylistic or rhetorical 

differences between the two languages. To her, explicitation is 
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Something expressed in the translation which was not in the original, something 

which was implied or understood through presupposition in the source text is 

overtly expressed in the translation, or an element in the source text is given 

greater importance in the translation through focus, emphasis, or lexical choice 

(p. 108).  

Her point of view led to distinguish between choices that are due to language system 

and choices that are due to the translation process.   

          It was her who first propagated the systematic analysis of the explicitation 

hypothesis. She suggested that explicitation may be a feature of translation rather than 

being the result of linguistic and cultural differences between source and target 

language. In her study of professional and non-professional translations from English 

into French, and French into English, and English into Hebrew translations, she found 

shifts in the cohesion markers used in the target language texts and gave instances in 

which a translator expands the target text by using words which are absent in the source 

text. She concluded that those shifts or translation features in the target language may 

not only be the result of differences between the two languages system; the differences 

are ascribed to constraints imposed by the translation process itself.  

Her hypothesis was formulated based on Levenston's (1976) (See Blum-Kulka 

(1986), p.300) and Berman's (1978) (Ibid, p.300) studies on English and Hebrew. They 

studied the preference of Hebrew for lexical repetition or pro-nominalization. For 

instance, Levenston states that Hebrew writers prefer lexical repetition while English 

writers prefer pro-nominalization. Likewise, Berman asserts that both Hebrew and 

English prefer to use pro-nominalization whenever pro-nominalization is necessary to 

be used. Likewise, Kulka also followed Stemmer (1981) (Ibid, p.300) to develop the 

same hypothesis in which the latter uses cohesive devise in German translated text. She 
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investigated five kinds of cohesive devices: (1) substitution, (2) ellipsis, (3) references, 

(4) lexical cohesion and (5) conjunction. She (1986, p. 300) concluded that "it was 

lexical cohesion (e.g. lexical repetition) as well as conjunction which were markedly 

overrepresented in the learners’ data, with non-comitant underrepresentation of 

reference linkage (e.g. pronominalization)". 

 Thus, she formulated the "explicitation hypothesis" on the basis of work done by 

the above mentioned linguists. The process of interpretation performed by the translator 

on the source text might lead to a TL text which is more redundant than the SL text. 

This redundancy can be expressed by a rise in the level of cohesive explicitness in the 

TL text. She postulates an observed cohesive explicitness from SL to TL texts 

regardless of the increases traceable to differences between the two linguistic and 

textual systems involved. It follows that explicitation is viewed here as inherent in the 

process of translation. She proposed the (1) lexical repetition (called lexical 

explicitation), (2) coherence (called pragmatic explicitation) and (3) textual 

explicitation in translation as techniques to be followed in translation. These types of 

explicitation are theorized as follows: 

1. Lexical explicitation 

 Lexical explicitation is a process in which the translator adds a number of 

entities in the target texts not found in the source text. Blum-Kulka (1986) gave an 

example of lexical explicitation from French in which the lexical word 'branch' is 

repeated twice including gender as in [La branche, elle commensa] and repeated one 

more time than in the English version as in [l'attrapa] (p. 299-300). This process in 

translation is called (redundancy) and happened in the French translated version because 

anaphoric reference.   
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2. Pragmatic explicitation 

 Pragmatic explicitation means filling a cultural gap in translation. In other 

words, the target reader may not be familiar with certain concepts in the source text and 

the translator would give explanation for these unfamiliar concepts. Blum-Kulka (1986) 

stated that:  

           "if bridging across cultures and languages, as is always the case in translation, is  

         indeed different from switching primarily between audiences (even if a language  

         shift is involved), then we should see evidence for reader-based shifts in texts     

         originally aimed at two audiences and written in two languages" (p. 305). 

3. Textual explicitation  

 Blum-Kulka (1986) also investigated text length in her study of cohesive ties 

between the source and target texts. She concluded that the reason behind text length is 

because translations tend towards explicitation. As far as the theoretical perspectives of 

this work are concerned, Baker (1996) highlighted a new explicitation strategy, namely, 

syntactic explicitation in which she made suggestions of how syntactic features are 

reflected in translation and how they may be investigated empirically. She used a 

parallel corpus to find out whether translations are longer than their source texts. 

Moreover, she was the first to use comparable corpora to investigate explicitation and to 

detect syntactic and lexical explicitation by using such comparable corpus. She found, 

for example, that the optional "that" in reported speech is used more in translation than 

in non-translation and that conjunctions such as 'cause', 'reason', 'due to', 'lead to', 

'because' and 'therefore', are used more in translation in order to make the relations more 

explicit. Finally she defines explicitation as "the tendency to spell things out in 

translation including, in its simplest form, the practice of adding background 

information"(p.181). 
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Baker (1992) confirmed that "there is no equivalent in the target language for a 

particular form in the source text" (p. 24). She gave an example from English and 

Arabic. English mostly uses suffixes such as 'ish' as in [hellish] and 'able' as in 

[conceivable, retrievable and drinkable] while Arabic does not have such forms and the 

most appropriate way to reproduce them is to use paraphrase; for instance,  'retrievable' 

can be paraphrased  as 'can be retrieved' and 'drinkable' as 'suitable for drinking' ( p. 24). 

Baker (1993) was the first scholar to emphasize that the notion of translation 

universals can be investigated in corpora of translated texts regardless of the source 

language. She recommended the application of corpus methods to the study of 

translated texts by comparing translations with non-translated texts. In her studies, she 

investigated features such as simplification, explicitation, normalization and leveling 

out. She explained universal features of translation as "features which typically occur in 

translated text rather than original utterances and which are not the result of interference 

from specific systems" (p. 243).  

  Toury (1995) argued for a systematic study in translation; for which one has to 

refer to the field of the Descriptive Translation Study (henceforth DTS). His 

methodology can be summarized as (i) putting the translated text within the target 

culture to search for its significance and acceptability, (ii) comparing between source 

and target texts to investigate shifts and identify relationships between source and target 

text segments and (iii) detecting implications to decision-making in future translations. 

Thus, attention has shifted from the source text towards the target text and describing 

translations as they occur and explaining their observed features with regard to 

historical, literary and cultural contexts in which they are produced. He also argued that 

the most appropriate way to investigate translation is from the perspective of target-

orientedness; this is because target-orientedness has become the central feature of TS; 
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thus, he called for an empirical study to translation phenomena. He suggested that 

various norms operate in translational activities which are of social and cultural 

background. Any translation scholar must reconstruct norms that operate in particular 

translation, his/her statement about the process that s/he decided to follow; and 

formulate hypotheses that can be tested in future studies. He classified norms into: (1) 

Initial norms when the translator exposes himself to the norms of the source text or the 

norms of the target text or culture. The former is regarded as an 'adequacy' style in 

translation whereas the latter as 'acceptability'. (2) Preliminary norms refer to the 

translation policy, which determines how the text is to be translated. (3) Operational 

norms deal with linguistic and presentation matters of the target text. These sub-

categorize into (a) metrical norms and (b) textual linguistic norms. 

In addition to the above theoretical views, the researcher followed other 

theoretical perspectives to detect and classify the various manifestations of explicitation 

techniques in the process of translation. The procedures of explicitation were detected 

by mapping the target texts onto their respective translation equivalents in the source 

text. Moreover, the contrastive text analysis conducted in the present study was to help 

the researcher investigate the role of the two translators as text mitigators, viz. to study 

how the two translators were able to use various strategies and decisions to facilitate the 

transfer  of  meaning of the source text to their target readers. 

 More specifically, the objective of this study was to detect instances of the four 

main types of explicitation techniques, namely: (1) lexical explicitation, (2) syntactic 

explicitation, (3) pragmatic explicitation, and (4) textual explicitation.  

The phenomenon of explicitation in translated texts has attracted the attention of 

a number of translation scholars. It can be observed that in translation, explicitness is 

demonstrated by, among other things, adding explanatory notes, filling in ellipsis, or 
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using overt semantic connectors. It has, therefore, been the focus of many research 

projects and papers, especially in countries such as: England, Finland, Norway, Sweden, 

Denmark, and Germany. Research centers in these countries have been set up to study 

large electronic corpora of translated text. 

Munday's (1998), (See Kenny (2001), p.62) analysis of shifts in the English 

translation by Edith Grossman of Gabriel Garcia Márquez's short story, revealed the 

existence of shifts of cohesion through translation by using a parallel corpus. 

 Øverås (1998) worked on the English-Norwegian parallel corpus and recorded a 

tendency toward greater explicitness both in English and in Norwegian. She aimed to 

look for evidence of explicitation as inherent in the translation process. The data she 

used was a parallel corpus which was a set of English texts and their translation into 

Norwegian and Norwegian texts and their translation into English. She studied lexical 

and grammatical ties including addition of grammatical ties and specification of lexical 

ties. For instance, she specified the gender in the target text as the lexicalization of 

proform, as in the specimen given bellow: 

Source text: 

.orleaned back and released the rear do,  then,herlooked at , Her companion hesitated 

Literal translation from Norwegian: 

         looked at the girl.  

However, not all scholars agree about the use of the term universals in translated 

language. Schäffiner and Adab (2001) used the term hybrid text instead. She wanted to 

confirm that translated texts exhibit unusual patterns for target readers. That is why 

translated text is supposed to be expanded and reworded. Hatim (2001) stated that the 

language of translation tends to overuse certain features  
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 Øverås (1998, p.7) investigated the addition of conjunctions such as (and, then, 

but) to the target text to increase the level of explicitness. She concluded that the reason 

behind substituting one grammatical tie by another was to add a semantic information. 

For instance, the additive item 'and' is a general purpose link or as she called it a vague 

connective since it connects two positive ideas and leaves the readers to find out the 

shift from vague connective to proform as in the specimen bellow: 

Source text: 

                They were supposed to stay at the beach a week, but neither of them 

.                                          to come back earlyand they decidedhad the heart for it   

Literal translation from Norwegian 

   So they decided . 

However, other researchers such as Klaudy and Karoly (2003), (See Pym 

(2005), p.4) preferred to refine the explicitation hypothesis into a wider term called 

"asymmetry hypothesis". The hypothesis involves the operations that are specific to 

translation situation itself in which the relation between explicitation and implicitation 

is a symmetric. Explicitations in L1 and L2 direction are not always counterbalanced by 

implicitations of L2 and L1 direction because translators-if they have a choice-prefer to 

use operations involving explicitation, and often fail to perform optional implicitations.  

This is unlike those operations which are required by different language systems 

in which the relation between explicitation and implicitation is symmetric. Klaudy and 

Karoly (2003) ( Ibid, p.4) defined explicitation as  

                   "when SL (source language) unit of a more general meaning is replaced by a 

TL       (target language) unit of a more special meaning; the complex 

meaning of SL word is distributed over several words in the TL;new 

meaningful elements in the TL text; one sentence in the SL is divided into 
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two or several sentences in the TL; or when SL phrases are extended or 

"elevated" into clauses in the TL, etc" ( p. 4). 

 Toury (2004) accepts the term 'universals' in translation but he preferred to use 

translation laws. He suggested that "the whole question of translation universals is not 

one of existence but one of explanatory power" (p. 29). He believed that regularities in 

translation represent probability; therefore, they are not absolute decisions. Thus, 

regularities are controlled by conditions.  

Chesterman (2004) preferred to call universals as potential universals not only 

regularities. He divided potential universals into two categories. Firstly, S-universals 

that illustrate the, differences between translations and their source text regardless of the 

language systems of explicitation, and interference. Secondly, T-universals that 

illustrate the differences between translations and comparable texts in the target 

language due to use of simplification by lower lexical density and less lexical variety. 

The distinction confirmed that universals are the result of the relations between 

translated texts both with their source text and with original texts in the target language.         

            Mauranen (2004), (See Othman (2006), p.13) believed that one of the reasons 

behind the features of translated language are both universals tendencies and 

interference.  

Papái's (2004) study on pragmatic explicitation was similar to Baker's since 

Papái also added explanatory items in the Hungarian translation which were not present 

in the English source text. This explicit link was also a reference to repetition strategy to 

explicate ambiguous information, as in the example given bellow: 

Source text: 

             A dozen years ago, a senior man from Knopf recognized his former         

            prison guard inside the well-pressed suit of a Heibon-sha executive, stood           
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            staring at him for a moment or two, then threw his champagne into the startled 

Japanese face.                                                                                                             

Back translation from Hungarian: 

 It happened 10 or 12 years ago that a senior man from the America Knopf recognized 

in a Heibon-sha publishing house executive his former prison guard – although he was 

wearing a well-pressed suit –who used to torture him so much in a pow comp. stood 

silently staring at him for a moment or two, then threw his champagne into the startled 

Japanese man's face. (p. 155).                            

Pápai (2004) studied shifts on the lexico-grammatical level in English-

Hungarian translation. She followed lexical repetition as in the example bellow:  

  Source text: 

               As far as Kepler was concerned, elliptical orbits were merely an ad hoc                                                           

because ellipses were clearly less perfect ,  at thatone and a rather repugnant hypothesis                          

than circles.          

Back translation from Hungarian: 

      Kepler concerned elliptical orbits merely an ad hoc hypothesis, and a most   

              repugnant hyopthesis at that, because an ellipses is clearly less perfect than a 

circle (p.152).  

 Frankenberg-Garcia (2004) argued that a study of text length by using voluntary 

explicitation in terms of addition of extra words in the translation is needed. She used 

parallel corpus in which the length of original English and Portuguese language fiction 

was compared with the length of their translations into Portuguese and English. In her 

analysis of the parallel corpus, she discussed three methods to measure text length in 

translations. These methods were: (i) word count, (ii) character count and (iii) 

morpheme count. With respect to words count, she gave the example that English tends 
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to use contractions such as (isn't) while in Portuguese náoé is regarded as two words. 

She also explained that even if the contractions in English were counted as isolated 

words, they would still pose some problems. For instances, English has compound 

words such as teapot while in Portuguese such words are written as isolated words bule 

de chá. Another problem is that Portuguese is a pro-drop language, viz. that only one 

word is sometimes enough in Portuguese to express what requires three or four words in 

English. For example, the question in English 'Did you like it?' is asked in Portuguese 

by the one word only Gostou?. From all the examples above, she concluded that "word 

counts are not enough to compare text length across languages" (p. 4). 

 As for the use of character counts to measure text length across languages, she 

pointed out those differences in equivalent meanings between two languages led to 

differences in number of characters in source and target texts. For instance, the word 

teapot has six characters in English, while its translation equivalent in Portuguese bule 

de chá has eleven characters. 

 Morpheme counts represent the third method to measure and compare text 

length across languages. In spite of the fact that morphemes are not difficult to count, 

they are sensitive to the increase in explicitness dictated by the language specific 

differences. For instance the word 'teapot' has two morphemes in English while bule de 

chá has three morphemes because the function of de is to connect the nouns bule and 

chá. Moreover, this method like the former two can not differentiate between those 

morphemes that are due to different language system and those due to voluntary 

explicitation (p.5). 

 Consequently, Frankenberg-Garcia concluded that all methods whether word 

counts, character counts, and morpheme counts, make one language sometimes seem 

shorter or longer than the other. This leaves either positive or negative impact on the 
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source texts and translations since they will make them shorter or longer. But, she 

confirmed that the bi-directional sample of Portuguese and English source text and 

translation was a good method to measure text length since it did not depend on the 

differences between Portuguese and English as two different languages but on 

differences due to source texts and translations.  

 Pym (2005) was in favor of Klaudy's (2003) hypotheses of symmetric 

hypothesis and asymmetry hypothesis. As for the former, he gave the example for 

further clarification: 

                    Source: Frances liked her doctor 

                    Translation: Frances gostava dessa médica 

                    Back translation: Frances liked this [female] doctor 

          Pym illustrated that a translator into Portugese is obliged to clarify the ambiguity 

of gender in the source text, whereas a translator of English isn't. So, the disambiguation 

of gender is the result of explicitation. As for the latter, he gave the example bellow:  

                    Source: Vocé também gosta dela? 

                    Translation: So you like her too? 

                    Literal translation: You liked her too? 

         Here, Pym explained that the addition of optional 'so' is to knit the discourse or the 

situation between the source of Portuguese text and English target text; therefore, the 

relation between explicitation, which is attributed to situation itself and the potential 

implicitation, is called asymmetric hypothesis. He also believed that the traditional 

explicitation hypothesis should be reformulated as to be wider asymmetry hypothesis in 

which explicitation in L2-L1 direction are not counterbalanced by implicitation in the 

L1-L2 direction. Thus, he agreed with Klaudy's hypotheses, but he pointed out that the 

semantic content is not stable, as there must always be doubt about assumption of stable 
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semantic content. Pym put explicitation within a risk-management framework and 

distinguished between undesired outcomes which were those that restrict cooperation 

between the communication partners and desired outcomes which were those that 

enhance the potential for cooperation, which cooperation allowed for mutual benefit. 

For him, good translating is a matter of using low effort for low risks and high effort to 

solve high risks. The reason behind using the model of risk aversion is a cultural reward 

system which determines translator's tasks in the translation process. He called for 

setting the alternative variations to solve any problem or minimize the risks that the 

translator may exhibit in the process of translation. The solving of translation problems 

may be seen as a process of generating such alternatives and then selecting one of them 

as suitable translation. 

  He gave another example to explain her model of explicitation which is risk-

averse and to show how he differentiated between low and high risks. His example is a 

title taken from an article in German: 

            Selbstverständlich besteht ein gewisses interesse für Finland aber…. 

 He gave the following alternative translations for this title: 

1. Of course there is a certain interest for Finland, but … 

2. Naturally there is a certain interest for Finland, but …  

3. Obviously there still exists a certain interest in Finland, but … 

4. Of course here in Finland there exists a certain interest, but … 

5. It is self-explanatory that a certain interest for Finland is still standing, but … 

6. Of course there exists a certain interest for Finland, but …( p.6) 

             To select the correct alternative translation, he analyzed the title by using low 

risks on one hand, and high risks on the other hand. In terms of low-risk, he illustrated 

that there is no problem in translating both 'Ein gewisses Intersse' which is 'a certain 
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interest' and 'Finland' which is 'Finland'. And also in using 'of course', 'naturally' and 

'obviously'. In respect of high-risk, he explained that it is difficult to choose the suitable 

translation for the case of 'Interesse für Finland'. This could be restored as 'interest for 

Finland' or 'interest in Finland'. He stated that selecting 'interest in Finland' would be 

acceptable for the reader because the reader may think that the interest is located in 

Finland. However, during reading the whole article, the reader found out that the article 

was concerned with Germany. Moreover, in choosing 'interest for Finland' will 'sound 

strange' but there is no risk in exchanging Germany for Finland. He concluded that the 

correct rendition is (7): 

       7. Of course Germans have a certain interest in Finland, but …    

        The insertion of the word 'Germans' does not come from a vacuum since the phrase 

above was repeated within the text not only in the title but also elsewhere. For instance, 

in the title, 'we right-wing Germans who believe in the unity of Nordic people still have 

deep ideological interests in manipulating the Germanic image of Finland', the word is 

obvious to confirm Pym's translation. So, he stated that 'Germans' is explicit information 

which is inferred from the implicitness of the source context of the text. 

 Baker (2006) gave many examples on obligatory explicitation, specifically, 

between synthetic languages represented by Hungarian as source text and analytic 

languages represented by English and Russian as target texts. The word kertemben is 

expanded to a phrase in English "in the garden". The Russian sentence ya lyublyn tebya 

'I love you' becomes a single word in Hungarian szeretlek (p. 80). However, this study 

was not concerned with obligatory explicitation, since obligatory explicitation deals 

with differences in language systems. This study is interested in investigating those 

optional types and techniques used by different translators to observe the manifestations 

of explicitation. 
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Kamenická (2007) analyzed an English-Czech translation with respect to 

pragmatic explicitation. Her example was taken from Lodge's novel published in 

(1988). At that time, the Czech people did not experience air travel, thus the readers of 

Czech were unfamiliar with the names of foreign international airports. The translator 

used general words instead of specific ones to bring close the picture for his/ her readers 

as in the specimen below: 

Source text: 

 is not a , on any other airport, Heathrowin clerk at -           The job of check

glamorous or particularly satisfying one.                                                                         

 

Back translation from Czech: 

           Checking in passengers at an airport counter, whether in London or 

anywhere else, is not an attractive or particularly satisfying job (p. 48).    

To sum up, the review of literature above highlights the significant issues which 

will be focused on in this study to investigate the explicitation techniques and its types 

in translated texts. The review covered the theoretical issues of and the development of 

explicitation phenomenon in translated texts. After the appearance of corpus-based 

translation studies as a new area of investigation, many scholars have investigated 

various techniques in their study of explicitation phenomenon and other phenomena in 

the translation process. 

 In spite of the different languages and different techniques used, scholars 

asserted that explicitation is a universal issue in the process of translation. The various 

techniques followed by scholars are the main concern of the present study since it will 

adopt and use some of theme to investigate the explicitation process, especially in 

Arabic translated texts. However, it is true that other studies have dealt with many 
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techniques of explicitation but not in details. The previous studies did not seem to 

account for all types of techniques of explicitation, viz. lexical explicitation, syntactic 

explicitation, pragmatic explicitation and textual explicitation. This is what the present 

study aims to do, and made it unique. 

2.2 Related Literature 

 This section involves work related to Arabic translations only. 

 Baker (1992) gave two kinds of paraphrasing strategies which explain 

paraphrasing by using related and unrelated words. In respect of related words, the 

lexical item of the source text is lexicalized in the target text but in a different form. For 

example: 

Source text (Kolestral Super): 

  Super is easy to apply and has a pleasant - KolestralcreamyThe rich and             

 fragrance.                                                                                                                   

Target text:  

.. ������	 
��� 	������ ���� ���	 
������ �� ����� ��� ������	������" 

Back translation: Kolestral-super is rich and concentrated in its make-up, which gives a 

product that resembles cream (p. 37). Here, the Arabic translated text has expanded the 

source text by using comparison.  

Another example from English translated into French: 

Source text: 

            As well as our enviable location, other facilities include an excellent 

       .    gardenterracedand beautiful , gourmet restaurant, Conference and Arts Center   

Back translation from French translation: 

         Besides its enviable location, the museum equally provides a Conference    

 created in a terracea gourmet restaurant and magnificent gardens ,        and Arts Center
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(p.38). Baker (1992) followed the lexical cohesion strategies and used them with 

various types of non-equivalence specifically in terms of propositional meaning. It can 

be used in all languages since the hierarchical structure of semantic fields is not 

:ration given bellowspecific as in the illust-language                                                                                                                         

                         :                                                                                                 Source text

                          .shampoo and lightly towel dry-e hair with a mild well thShampoo 

Target text: 

 .�����	 ������	 ���  �  ���  ! "�# "$��"  � ������ �%��	 ��&'�  

Back translation: 

 The hair is washed with "Wella" shampoo, provided that it is a mild shampoo. 

Another example is taken from English to Arabic translation: 

Source text: 

  and has a pleasant applysuper is easy to -          The rich and creamy Kolestral

fragrance.                                                                                                                         

Target text: 

 (��)��	 ")��� �� 
�%*� ��� +������	 
��� 	������ ���� ���	 
������ �� ����� ��� ������	 ������
.�%��	 "�# 
%��� 

 
Back translation: 

             Kolestral super is rich and concentrated in its make-up which gives a 

).      27. p. ( on the hairputxtremely easy to making it e, product that resembles cream  

        With respect to unrelated words, the lexical item of the source text is not       

lexicalized in the target language. This strategy is used when the translator finds 

difficulties in rendering the meaning of the sentence because of its complexity. For 

example                                                                                                                                  

Source text: 
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 In the words of a Lonrho affidavit dated 2 November 1988, the allegations… 

Target text (Arabic): 

 �� ,�	��	 -��	 .��� ���� (#�/�� (����� 0,��1 2����� ����� (��3� �)��,4 2������  1988  5� +
6	7�#,8	...  

 
Back translation:  

d  presente communication supported by an oatha written           According to the text of 

by the Lonrho organization and dated 2 November 1988, the allegations (p. 38).            

Another example is also taken from English to Arabic translation:                                    

                                                                                                        Source text:  

  operation from the preparation of the yarn integrated           They have a totally 

through    to the weaving process.                                                                                  

 

Target text (Arabic): 

 .�)*�� "�1 ���9�	 ,	,#1  � +�)%��:�� ;���<	 6	��9 =��* >�/��� (����	 ?�@�� 	>A 

Back translation:  

  from ,carries out all steps of production in its factories           The company 

preparing the yarn to weaving it (p. 39)  

  Baker (1992) argued that:  

           "the coherence of a text is a result of the interaction between knowledge            

         presented in the text and the reader's own knowledge and experience of the        

         world, the latter being influenced by a variety of factors such as age, sex, race,   

         nationality, education, occupation, and political and religious affiliation" (p. 

219).  

          In her example below, she said that there is no explicit tie emphasizing that 'the 

splendid Knightsbridge store' is the same as 'Harrods' or as she said that there is no 
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direct repetition or reference ensuring that they are the same thing. Actually 'Harrods' is 

a famous store with which the British people are familiar with it but this is not so 

obvious for Arab readers. Consequently, the translator added the word "store" to clarify 

the explicit relations between the two stores through repetition, as in the specimen 

bellow: 

 Source text: 

            The purchasing power of proposed fifteen hundred shop outlets would      

          have meant excellent price reduction to customers across Britain and the United   

          States. The flagship, Harrods, had never been integrated with the rest and would 

demerge to retain its particular character and choice.                                                      

            It's often written, as a handy, journalist's tag, that I suffered from an 

obsession to control the splendid Knightsbridge store.                                                    

Target text                                                                                                               
 

      B,� (%�*���	 (�C	���	 0�,@�	 6����1500           �D�  ������� (������ ��%�E	 �� 0F���� 6���/9� �A��%� �*�� 
    0,����	 6��8��	� �������� 7���! =��* .  ��! �	 �*���	 F,���A ���C�     
D� G/�D�	� �*�D���	 (�@� "�1 ?�� ?�� 


�� 0������	 ����98	 68�*�� F�����	 
%��� "�# 7�@�H� (#��*��	  # $:/��.  
    "D�# 0�����	 (����� "�1 �%�, ��%�,� ���� I���1  � ���#! ���! (�/�:�	 �C	�,�	 �� ��# .�� �� 	�����

�9�/�	 ;,������� �*��)   ....p. 219.(                                                      

 Othman (2006) used techniques of explicitation in translated Arabic text. He 

referred to Naguib Mahfouz's novels Afrah Al-Qubbah and Qasr El-Shawy as source 

texts and their translation into English. In terms of lexical explicitation, he noticed that a 

translator opts for lexicalizing the pronoun as in the example below: 

  Source text 

                                                                                            !��3� 8 ?�*� 
�	      

Target text  

          Abbas Younis is a criminal, not an author!   
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         He (2006) noticed that a translator, in the following example, added two lexical 

items in translation. The two additions were inferred from the context of the source text 

bellow: 

Source text: 

 (���9�	 �����	. 

Target text: 

 The denunciation of Karam and Halima  (p. 21).    

He also (2006) argued that the process of substitution is needed when an item is 

substituted by another item. For example, he substituted the title' ;�D9��	' with a name in 

the following example: 

Source text: 

:;�9��	 ��@� ;�9��	 ��� 
���# 
N*�� 

Target text: 

 And turns back to Salim, who murmurs. 

  

 He found out that the translator of Arabic to English texts has used connectives 

like 'but' and 'and' in translation which were absent in the Arabic source text. The 

addition of these connectives was because the source text read incohesively. So the 

translator inserted the discourse connectives 'but' and 'and' as in the specimen given 

below: 

 

Source text: 

       ,�! =� (���� O/��!  ! ,��! (.)         �����  � ,�F� 0�*��	 �� 0,@%���	  �9,�	 (���� (.)    .D#��	 �D� -��!

 Target text: 
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            I'd like to start talking with someone to break the tension, but the thick                

cloud of smoke in the room deepens my sense of alienation; and I am sodden with some 

kind of fear (p. 18). 

Othman (2006) investigated how a translator had resolved the problem of 

ambiguity in an Arabic source text. The example below shows that the verb in Arabic 

text (i.e. ?DD��!) is not to be rendered as (lit. dream of) because this would create 

ambiguity. That is why the translator, as Othman states, has preferred to use the present 

perfect in English. 

Source text: 

  :?��%�	 ���,�� ?��! ��!� +��! ��4!� 
P��3��	 ... !����	 "�1 
����� ����# ?�*� 81 �A �� (�....  

 
Target text: 

             

He is . " to an endhas comeconvinced that somehow the world , I venture? "Author"

nothing but a criminal" (p. 24-25).                                                               

 Another example of resolving the ambiguity is when the translator replaces the 

pronominal reference in the Arabic word (�)��&��) by the pronominal reference (they) in 

the English translation. The motive behind substituting the pronoun ( �DA) by (they) is 

because that the pronoun ( �DA) actually refers to 'faces' in the translation rather than to 

Halima. 

Source text: 

 .������ ��9E	 ���)�	 ��4 ,�#�*��	 �)��&�� P(����� ?�� I�	�* �� I	,�	 �%� ,� NQ! 

Target text: 
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But how are Karam and Halima taking it? Before the final curtain they're going 

to have a few more wrinkles in their faces (p. 24).                                                                                                                    

He also added that the translator may add an introductory phrase in the instance 

below. The translator found that it was important to add the phrase "To ward off the evil 

eye" because, as Othman explained, the translator wanted to surface the implied 

meaning of the source text. 

 Source text: 

O�9�	 �)%��:!  �� (*�/� 
)*� �� �A���� (�	� ���� �A� (*�,9 6��@� :,�� 	>1 ,��� ��  ��.  

 Target text: 

              To ward off the evil eye and held her hand with the palm facing Yasin, 

reciting, "And from the evil of the envious" (p. 24).                                                        

 Another example shows the insertion of phrase in the English translated text: 

 Source text: 

    ���� R���(....)  

 Target text: 

  Tariq Ramadan, the actor … 

  Moreover, there are examples that illustrate that the addition of full sentences 

can also be used for the sake of making the translated text more explicit. 

 Source text: 

   ��# NQ! S,@/��  

 

 Target text: 

  It will destroy any sympathy the audience might have had for him (p. 20). 

 Source text: 
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    � 0,@%���	  �9,�	 (����      �����  � ,�F� 0�*��	 � (...)  .#��	 �� -��! .       7�D)�� 0�DG�� R:D��	 �����!�
       (@�%��	 ��:�	  � 0��:� �! ��7	�� ?9/�	 .������ .    "%�E�� ����� �A� (��, 0��: .    �DA� ��#���1 0��:

�:�4 (�* R�� .�9�.  
 
 Target text: 

              But the thick cloud of smoke in the room deepens my sense of 

I pin my eyes , To hold back panic. and I am sodden with some kind of fear; alienation

to the impressive desk in the rear of the room or a picture on the wall (p. 22).   

Othman (2006) analyzed Arabic-English translation in terms of pragmatic 

explicitation. In his study, he investigated how the translator rendered the cultural 

material of names of places (e.g. Bab Al-Shariya) as footnote strategy. See the example 

bellow:  

Source text 

                                                                         .(��%��	 .�� R��9	 ��	� ����&� (�T� Q	 

Target text 

              What melanchory engulfs me as I plunge into…Bab Al-Shariya! 

(footnote: A quarter in the north-west section of the old Fatimid quarter of Cairo) 

(p.16). 

Or, sometimes the translator used a functional equivalence approach to render cultural 

material. 

 

 Source text                    

                                                                                                          (p.17) �,@�	 (���  

 Target text   

 …. The Night of Destiny, at the end of Ramadan when prayers are sure to be answered.  
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                 Al-khafaji (2007) tested the validity of explicitation strategy by using an 

English source text and its translation into Arabic and an Arabic source text and its 

translation into English. He compared translated texts with their source text to 

investigate instances of explicitation by contrastive analysis. In respect to lexical 

explicitation, Al-Khafaji found out that the translator in the example below has 

lexicalized the reference of the deictic word  
 because it (���� ه��
 ا����آ��   ) in the phrase ه��

forms a problem for the readers of the target text to capture the meaning without this 

lexicalizing as in the example bellow: 

...       �� +��,#���� ?,@��	 ?)�� ,�! ���� ��9� ?��       �A ��,�# 6$����	  ! ?A,�@�#8 ��  (�����	 S>A "�#   ?)�@�� �! 
��,��4 (#	�� �4.  

 
           It didn't seem to have occurred to any of them to offer me assistance,        

onal unconventibuses were as " our"                  perhaps because they thought that all of 

 or perhaps because they had such confidence in my skill as a ,as this one                   

driver (p. 84).                                                                                                        

            Al-Khafaji also found that the translator has added a lexical item to the target 

text which is absent in the source text. This addition is already understood from the 

meaning of source text, viz. the lexical item (ostensibly) does not add new information 

in translation. However, the translator intended to explicate the implied meaning of the 

source text. 

Source text: 

                               �D�  �D�$/�	 "D�# Q��D��	 
������ ����  ! ,��#	 ,@� +.�&�	� (�4,���	� (9����	 U�� 2���	 
�E� 
��*��	 B�@�	 �� ?���E	� 7	�@/�� ��@�	 68	�� =�*� +�,����	 ?�	��0�.  

 
 

Target text 
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         The sheikh's raids on the villages at harvest time begun as soon as he was                  

given his title and position. Each time he made a raid, he would demand sacks of wheat,        

ostensibly for the poor and orphans in neighboring villages (p. 85).                         

  He also investigated pragmatic explicitation while translating English texts to 

Arabic; he noticed that the translator below had clarified the target text for his reader by 

adding an explanatory phrase, as in the example below: 

Source text  

              It was a big, squarish frame house that had once been white, decorated with      

the and scrolled balconies in the heavily light stone style of ,              cupolas and spires

                                                                                              .                …seventies 

Target text                                                                                                        

 
��� 64� �� 6��V� ,4� 0�N�,�� 0���� �	,�	 6���� (��9F�� +W��E	 7$�(*�,��	 6�����	� ;	��E	� .��@��  

    6����%�� �� ��� Q>�	 0X���	 ��@��	� ?9��	 Q���%��	 F	���	 .���! "�#��# =����	  �@�	 

)Abdullah) (p. 82.(  

 In the following example, Al-Khafaji (2007) noticed that the English-Arabic 

translator had used a linking tie to connect two sentences. The function of this connector 

was "to explicate adversative logical relationship between two sentences" which is 

implicit in the source text (Ibid, p. 83). 

Source text: 

             I received a paper, yes "Miss Emily said." Perhaps he considers himself 

the sheriff …. I have no taxes in Jefferson".                                                                    

  Target text 

! ���/�* �� .C	�� ��# O�� Y�> =�� ...?����	 
�/� ���%�  �� (4�� 6���� ,@� �*	" :����	 0,���	 6��4 
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 This strategy was explained earlier; however, the present study prefers to give 

another example. Al-Khafaji (2007) has found out that the English-Arabic translator 

below used linking words to connect two sentences because the translator aimed to 

make the target text more understandable to target readers and to make the text more 

explicit. 

Source text: 

            They called a special meeting of the Board of Alderman. A deputation 

waited upon her, knocked at the door …..                                                                     

 

Target text: 

 +0,���	 Z���� ����*	 ,@# "�1 	�#,��@�� ,@%��� ?)��  ���,�� �)��1 .A>�  !  .. 	�4�� �����)���)..p.83(  

  
        In another instance, in Arabic to English translation, Al-Khafaji pointed out that 

the translator had used expansion strategy to render the title ( 2��D�	) which is culture-

specific in Arabic to enable the non-Arab target reader understand the pragmatic 

meaning.  

Source text                                                                                                        

2���	 
�E� 
� 6��� ,@� ?A����#� F����<	 (4	,:.  

Target text  

the Sheikh had close relations with the British   Being in this privileged position         

soldiers (p. 84).                                                                                                              

  In short, the above related literature is obvious that the related studies have used 

a number of explicitation techniques such substitution, addition, paraphrasing, 

lexicalization….etc. for the reader to understand the target texts. However, the current 

study will make use of such techniques and add others like syntactic, lexical, pragmatic 
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and textual techniques to cover all possible problems that might face a translator in 

translating literary texts. 
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Chapter Three 

Methods and Procedures 

 3.0 Introduction      

            This chapter includes four sections and an introduction. In Section (3.1) the 

researcher briefly describes the descriptive method used as an instrument to analyze the 

data. Section (3.2) specifies the population of the study while Section (3.3) describes  

the sample of the study. Finally, Section (3.4) outlines the specific procedures that the 

researcher has followed to achieve the objectives of this study.  

3.1. Instrument of the study 

  The descriptive method of the present study basically consisted of careful 

analysis and alignment of the two Arabic translated texts with their English source text, 

with reference to Toury (1995), Blum-Kulka (1986), Baker (1996) and others.  

The researcher followed the above perspectives on explicitation to analyze the 

data of the short story in the fourth chapter. 

3.2. The population of the Study 

 The population of the study is the American literature in the twentieth century. 

3.3. The Sample of the Study 

 The data of the present study consists of a parallel corpus comprising an 

American source text, which is a short story, and its two Arabic translations. The short 

story, written by the American writer William Faulkner, is called 'A Rose for Emily', 

and it comprises four pages which are divided into five sections. Its first Arabic 

translation version was done by Al-Aqqaad (1983) while the second translation by 

Abdullah (1986).  

3.4. The Procedures 

The researcher used the following steps in conducting this work. 
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1. The researcher made a survey of the American literature, particularly, the 

short story written by William Faulkner as a writer of the modern literature. 

2. The researcher made a survey of the translated versions of the short story 

done by Al-Aqqaad (1983) while the second translation by Abdullah (1986). 

3. The researcher detected all the explicitation instances found in the five 

sections of the story. The total number was 63 instances of explicitation.  

4. The instances of explicitation represent all the types which the present study 

was looking for.  

5. The focus, in Chapter Four, would be on three samples of instances for each 

sub-technique in order to get rid of repetition.  

6. All the explicitation sub-techniques would be illustrated in the tables at the 

end of Chapter Four.  

7. Any instance of explicitation sub-technique reported in each table would carry 

a reference code to its actual position in its relevant appendix.  

8. All the appendices, therefore, would be underlined in order to show the 

position of explicitation in any instance of sub-technique.  

9. Moreover, the corpus is reported in three appendices: (a) Appendix 1 refers to 

the original English short story, (b) Appendix 2 refers to Al-Aqqaad's Arabic 

translation, and (c) Appendix 3 refers to Abdullah's translation.  

10. Furthermore, the appendices are divided into 15 sections. Each appendix 

comprises of 5 sections and each section is divided into many sentences with each 

sentence given a serial number. 

To sum up, the theoretical as well as the practical procedures followed in 

Chapter Three are to be strictly followed in Chapter Four while dealing with the sample 

of the analysis.  
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Chapter Four 

Data Analysis and Results 

 4.0 Introduction          

       The analysis of data has led to the detection of many types of techniques of 

explicitation phenomena in Arabic translated texts. The results have been, as mentioned 

above, classified into four main types of explicitation techniques: (1) lexical 

explicitation, (2) syntactic explicitation, (3) pragmatic explicitation, and (4) textual 

explicitation. Each main type of explicitation technique has been also further classified 

into sub-techniques of explicitation. Each example reported below comprises the source 

text fragment and its two translations. Moreover, in order to interpret the results of data 

analysis, this chapter has focused on the basic functions or motives which have 

prompted the translator(s) to use the explicitation techniques. These functions are: (1) 

avoiding ambiguity, (2) adding extra explicitness, (3) explicating logical relations, (4) 

explicating language- and culture-specific features. Furthermore, tables were drawn at 

the end of this chapter in order to show all explicitation techniques used by the 

translators. Moreover, these tables interpreted the agreement and disagreement between 

the two translators as will be shown in the section of Interpretation of Tables below. To 

begin with the dedication of the following explicitation techniques and sub-techniques:   

4.1 Lexical Explicitation 

4.1.1 Lexicalization technique 

(1) ST: …the mayor- he who fathered the edict that no Negro woman should appear on 

the streets without an apron- remitted her taxes, …( Ap.1, Sc.I, Sn.5)  )∗∗∗∗( . 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

                                                 
∗ The abbreviations 'Ap. 1' refers to Appendix 1, 'Sc. 1' to Section 1, and 'Sn.5' to Sentence 5. Each  
instance of explicitation cited subsequently has been given such a reference code so as to refer to its 
exact position in one of the three appendices. 
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?����	        ?�# ?�� 6	> S��! �,:! Q>�	1894       	  � 0!��	 R����	 "�1 ;�9� 8!     �/%� �G� +(#,�� ��&� ;��F� 

����1.C	���	  �  ...( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 9)  

In the translation below, Abdullah did not lexicalize the pronoun. The reason behind 

reporting his example is to make a comparison between the two translators:  

 

           TT2 (Abdullah) 

      O������ ��������	 (��,��	 0,�# ?�4)           �D� ��)G��D� (�*�F 0!��	 (�E ���� 8X� ���@�	 ?�����	 "��� Q>�	

�FC�  �, �����	 (�/#1� �)��! 0��� >�� �)��# (@�����	 .C	���	 [��� 0,�#5��)C(�����	  �  .  

( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn.6) 

 (2) ST: They rose when she entered –a small, fat woman... 

 ( Ap. 1, Sc. I, Sn. 23) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 6�9, ��������1 0,���	 �/4	� 	��)�  :(C���� 0��:4 0,��  ...( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 25)  

Abdullah differed from Al-Aqqaad and kept the same pronoun of the ST in his TT 

below: 

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

	,4! "�# 	��)��9, ��,�# ?)�6 ...(��,�� ?�*�	 0��&: 0!��	  .  ( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 22)  

(3) ST: She would have to cling to that which had robbed her, as people will. ( Ap. 1, 

Sc. II, Sn.90) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 Y�>� R�%��.��9�	O���	 �C�� �%/� ��� �)� ��� Q>�	  .( Ap. 2, Sc. II, Sn. 69)  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 
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 R�%��  ! �)��# ?��� 
�5�-9����0,�# O���	 �%/� ��� +7�� ��  � �)��� Q>�	 .  

  ( Ap. 3, Sc. II, Sn. 82). (See Table 1) 

  

4.1.2 Expansion of lexical items 

(4) ST: When Miss Emily Grierson died, our whole town went to her funeral. ( Ap. 1, 

Sc. I, Sn. 1) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 (��# �)%����� ;�9  �����* ����1 0,���	 6���� ���(��,��	 �A! .( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 1)  

In the translation below, Abdullah has not expanded the ST item. He has thus differed 

from Al-Aqqaad:  

          TT2 (Abdullah) 

��,�# 6�A>  ����� ����1 (��\	 6���� (��,��	0F��*�	 "�1 �)����  .  ( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 1)  

(5): ST: It was a big, squarish house that had once been white, decorated with cupolas 

and spires and scrolled balconies in the heavily lightstome style of the seventies…. (Ap. 

1, Sc. I, Sn. 2). 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

                  6	�> �D���	� .��@�	 
��F� +6���*�	 R�X�� "�� ����  �� 
�! ��9�� + �����	 =��� + ���E	 ���� 8F��  ��

 F	�� "�# ;	��E	��# =����	  �@�	 ....( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 4)  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

        �� 6��� ,4� 0��,�� 0���� �	,�	 6���           6����D�	� ;	�D�E	� .�D�@��� (��9F�� +W��E	 7$���� �� 64�

 ...   ��D# =����	  �@�	             6����%�� �� ��� Q>�	 0X���	 ��@��	� ?9��	 Q���%��	 F	���	 .���! "�# (*�,��	

(Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 2) 
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 (6) ST: When her father died, it got about that the house was all that was left to her; and 

in a way, people were glad. At last they could pity Miss Emily. Being left alone, and a 

pauper, she had become humanized. Now she too would know the old thrill and the old 

despair of a penny more or less. ( Ap. 1, Sc. II, Sn. 80-82) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

                 	��%�D�  ! 	�#����	 ?)���� +��:��	 	>)� O���	 I���	� +�F���	 ��� �)�,� R�� ?� 
�! 6,*� �A��! 6�� ����

   ?�D)�  \	 �D)�!� ...  (����D�<	 (&�:D��� ?A,�# 6&��:��  +0F�%� 0,��� 6/�9� ,4 6��� >1 +(@/���� �A���

��	  � O���	 �C��  X� Y�> �� �)�X� +-@�� 6����� ,�F� 6�����7	�@/�	�  �,�,�...  

 ( Ap. 2, Sc. II, Sn. 62-63) 

TT2 (Abdullah) 

             ������� O���	 �%� �� ,� "�1� +�)� 
��� �� �� �A 6��� �	,�	  X� �)�# =��! +�A,�	� ���� ��,�#�.  	��9XD� 

           (4,:�	 "�# ]�%� 0,��� 6��:! ,@� +�)��# 	�@/��  !  �%�����       (���D� (/D: .���� �)�%* �� 	>A�.8	  

?A�,�	 "�# ��:��	  � �)���� (9�9���	 (�#�� O��  	 =�����. 

( Ap. 3, Sc. II, Sn. 72-73).  (See Table 2)                                                                             

 

4.1.3 Adding lexical items 

(7) ST: But garages and cotton gins had encroached and obliterated even the august 

names of that neighborhood; only Miss Emily’s house was left. Lifting its stubborn and 

coquettish decay above the cotton wagons and the gasoline pumps-an eyesore among 

eyesores. ( Ap. 1, Sc. I, Sn. 2-3) 

             

           TT1 (Abdullah) 
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 Y��  � R�� ?�� +�)�	��* ��, 6�# ���	 (���*�	 7���E	 ?��%� O��  �@�	 ^����� 6�*	���	 ��F  ���

 ��:�9��� + �F���	 6�9���  �@�	 6���# R�� �8,� ,��%� (/4	� (��9 �	, :����1 (��\	 �	, ��� 0��*�	

 .���4 ,�! �G��� ���  �%�� ��>3�� ����4 	�G�� �	,�	 6��� 

( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 2-4) 

 Al-Aqqaad below did not use any addition as Abdullah did above. So they differed in 

their translation: 

TT2 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 ?�9/�	  ����%�	 Y�� "�� +
�� �� �� "�# 6/#� + �@�	 ^����� 6	�����	 �C�G�  \	 
��# 6&� ,4 
�! 81

 �� ��� 6��� ���	�	�*�	 Y�> .. ����1 0,���	 �F�� ��� R�� ?��Q>�	 �	�:1 �� "���	 ?�� "�# ��C�4 �G 

������	 6�9���  �@�	 6�����  �� ,��#� :7	>4!  �� B>4... ) Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 4-7(  

(8) ST: She no longer went out at all. ( Ap.1, Sc. I, Sn. 13) 

TT1 (Abdullah) 

;�9� ,%� ?�  � 	�	,��4 .  (See Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 13)  

In his translation below Al-Aqqaad was different since he did not use additions like 

Abdullah:  

          TT2 (Al-Aqqaad) 

;��9�	 =����� ,%� ?�. ) Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 16(  

 (9) ST: The ladies said; so they were not surprised when the smell developed. ( Ap. 1, 

Sc. II, Sn. 53) 

          TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 (�C	��	 S>A 6����	 ����� (�A, �� 6	,���	 6���()����	  � �)���.( Ap. 2, Sc. II, Sn. 46)     
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Abdullah below has differed from Al-Aqqaad because he did not add any explicative 

word as Al-Aqqaad did 

TT2 (Abdullah)                                                                                                        

(�C	��	 6�%��	 ��,�# ,�! X*�/� ?� 	>�A� .  

(Ap. 3, Sc. II, Sn. 49). (See Table 3) 

 

4.2 Syntactic Explicitation 

4.2.1 Adding linking ties 

 (10) ST: When her father died, it got about that the house was all that was left to her; 

and in a way, people were glad. At last they could pity Miss Emily. Being left alone, 

and a pauper, she had become humanized. (See Ap. 1, Sc. II, Sn. 80-81)                        

  

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

� 	��%��  ! 	�#����	 ?)���� +��:��	 	>)� O���	 I���	� +�F���	 ��� �)�,� R�� ?� 
�! 6,*� �A��! 6�� ���

 +0F�%� 0,��� 6/�9� ,4 6��� >1 +(@/���� �A����(�����<	 (&�:��� ?A,�# 6&��:�..  

( Ap. 2, Sc. II, Sn. 62) 

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

�	  X� �)�# =��! +�A,�	� ���� ��,�#������� O���	 �%� �� ,� "�1� +�)� 
��� �� �� �A 6��� �	,�. � 	��9X

 +�)��# 	�@/��  !  �%������ (4,:�	 "�# ]�%� 0,��� 6��:! ,@�(���� (/: .���� �)�%* �� 	>A.  

( Ap. 3, Sc. II, Sn. 72) 

(11) ST: She was sick for a long time. When we saw her again, her hair was cut short, 

making her look like a girl, …. ( Ap. 1, Sc. III, Sn. 92) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 
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 +(A�� 6����� �A�%� 6N:4 ,4 �A 	>1 Y�> ,%� �A���!� ���#6	��&:�	 6���/�	 QF "�# 
�:@ ...  

( Ap. 2, Sc. III, Sn. 70) 

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

 +���� 64�� (���� 6����#��� �A���!� ��,� +0��&: 0��� �,�� �)�%* ��� �:�@%� �A�%�  �� +(�...  

( Ap. 3, Sc. III, Sn. 83-84) 

 (12) ST: Then we noticed that in the second pillow was the indentation of a head. One 

of us lifted something from it, and leaning forward, … ( Ap. 1, Sc. V, Sn. 198-199) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 +���9�� ��!� 0,����	 "�# ����� ?��+?��E	 "�1 
%��� ��,�! 
��4X ...( Ap. 2, Sc. V, Sn. 148)  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

�� O!� ���X�� ���/9�	 (�����	 0,9��	 �� ��G�8 ?� .��)�� �C�� ��,�! =�� ...  

( Ap. 3, Sc. V, Sn. 184-185). (See Table 6)                                                                          

4.2.2 Spelling out implicatures 

(13) ST: the women mostly out of curiosity to see the inside of her house... ( Ap. 1, Sc. 

I, Sn. 1) 

 TT1 (Abdullah) 

 (�3�� ���/�	 =�	,� .��E	 "�# 7����	 6�A>�E	0,�*���	 7����)��� �9	, �� ...  

( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 3)  

        Below, Al-Aqqaad, on the other hand, has opted not to spell out the implied 

information.                 

           TT2 (Al-Aqqaad)       

	  � �)�F�� �$���8 ���/�	 ���%� ����� 7����	 ?)%����9	,�  ..( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 1)  
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(14) ST: A week later the mayor wrote her himself, offering to call or to send his car for 

her, and received in reply a note. ( Ap. 1, Sc. I, Sn. 13) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 �����	 �)��1 .��� 
�/� ?����	 �)��1 .�� ����! "�@�	 ���� +
����@�������	 �)��# �>%�� =���� ?� 	>5� 


����� �)��1 ���� 
�5� ..���� �A� �A,� S3�*�. ( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 15-16)   

 In the translation below, Abdullah has not spelled out what is underlined above in Al-

Aqqaad's translation.  

 

            TT2 (Abdullah) 

� "�# �)���*1 ?���� +�)��1 
����� ����1 �! �)� ��:�8	 ����# 
�/�� (���� �)� (�,���	 O�C� .�� ����! ,%�

(G���� ��� .( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 13)   

 (15) ST: We saw a long strand of iron-gray hair. ( Ap. 1, Sc. V, Sn. 199) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

	  � $��� ���9 ��,*�� ���	 Q,�,��	 W��E	 �%��� ����1 �%� !... 

( Ap. 2, Sc. V, Sn. 149) 

  Conversely, Abdullah's translation below stays close to the ST text and does not 

explicate in this case.  

           TT2 (Abdullah) 

?��4 Q,��� �%�  � $��� ���9 ��,A�� .  

( Ap. 3, Sc. V, Sn. 185). (See Table 7)                                                                                

4.2.3 Expansion of phrases  

(16) ST: They rose when she entered – a small, fat woman in black. ( Ap. 1, Sc. I, Sn. 

23) 
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 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 0,���	 6�9, ���� �/4	� 	��)� ����1 : (C���� 0,��,	,��	 .��� ��+ ...) Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 25(  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

6�9, ��,�# ?)�	,4! "�# 	��)� ... (��,�� ?�*�	 0��&: 0!��	 ���	 7	,�� O�$� (�,���...  

 ) Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 22(  

(17) ST: The Negro delivery boy brought her the package…  ( Ap. 1, Sc. III, Sn. 138) 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 Q>�	 �*�F�	 �)��1 
���! ?��F����	 .��:! "�# 6�����	 �F��. ) Ap. 2, Sc. III, Sn. 99(  

Abdullah did no expand in his translation, as shown below:  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

 .�*
���#�)��1 ,���	 +�*�F�	 ��:�	 +  ...  

 ( See Table 8)                                                                              .) Ap. 3, Sc. III, Sn. 125(  

4.3 Pragmatic Explicitaion 

4.3.1 Spelling out culture-specific features 

(18) ST: … graves of Union and Confederate soldiers who fell at the battle of Jefferson. 

( Ap. 1, Sc. I, Sn. 4) 

 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 B��� U��,���8	 ,��*	 �����E ���/�* (��%� �� ?)/�� 	�48 Q>�	 .  

( Ap. 2, Sc. I, Sn. 8) 

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 	����4  �>�	  ���)*��	 ,��*�	 ���@��(�����E	 (��AE	 .���	 �� ���/�* (��%� �� 	��@�� .  
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( Ap. 3, Sc. I, Sn. 5) 

 (19) ST: She fitted up a studio in one of the downstairs rooms, where the daughters and 

grand-daughters of Colonel Sartoris' contemporaries were sent to her with the same 

regularity and in the same spirit that they were sent on Sundays with a twenty-five cent 

piece for the collection plate. ( Ap. 1, Sc. IV, Sn. 169) 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 ?����	 ��* 6�����  � (:�9�	 6��� 6��� U�� ���E	 ��,�	 6	�*�  � 0�*� �� ����� �)� >9���

 �� �)��#	��  � ���	 ,�#	���	 �� ?�G���� �)��F� 
�	,�/��,��\	 ?��! (�����	 0���F 6	�>  � (%�4  )%�� 

��	,)�	 R��� �����	 =���	...)  Ap. 2, Sc. IV, Sn. 120(  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 O������ ��������	 6	,�/�� 6��� 6��� U�� �/�E	 R����	 ��� B,�1 �� ����� W�&�	 	>)� 6C�A ,4�

 �)%��� ����  ���#� (��9 (C�  � ,@� (%�4 =� (�����	 "�1 �)��  ����  � ���	 I���	� ?�G��	 O/��  ����

 �� ��:���� ���� Q>�	 (���9�	 �	��E	 R��.)  Ap. 3, Sc. IV, Sn. 154(  

(20) ST: The men did not want to interfere, but at last the ladies forced the Baptist 

minister –Miss Emily's people were Episcopal- to call upon her. ( Ap. 1, Sc. IV, Sn. 

145) 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

��_� 	���%��  ! 	�7��� ?�� ��*��	 ��! .7����	  ! 81 0��!  E +
��1 �)�#,���  ! "�# O��@�	  ���! ,4 

  � 6��� ����1 0,���	(������	 (�����	 ����!. ) Ap. 2, Sc. IV, Sn. 106-107(  

TT2 (Abdullah) 
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 �)����F "�# ��	,�%��	 O@�	  A��! 0����	  ��� +�9,���� ��*��	 .��� ��–  � ����1 (��\	 �A!  ��

(�/@�E	 (/C���	 .  

.(See Table11 )                                                                               ) Ap. 3, Sc. IV, Sn.132(  

4.4 Textual Explicitation 

 The present study has investigated the hypothesis which states that translated 

texts are longer than their source texts. The words of the English source text, viz. the 

short story 'A Rose for Emily', and its two Arabic translations have been counted. It has 

been found that the English source text contains (3709) orthographic words while Al-

Aqqaad's translation contains (3221) and Abdullah's translation contains (3319) words, 

as shown in Table 15.  

            Moreover, in order to confirm or refute the hypothesis above, Table (16) reports 

that the present study has examined two translations in the other direction, viz. Arabic-

English translations. The reason behind using Arabic-English translations is the 

possibility that the directionality of translation and/or morphological characteristics of 

words in Arabic may be behind distorting the results. The STs used for this purpose 

were two Arabic short stories: the first is called '  ���D� (D�����	', written by Mahmoud Al-

Rimawi and translated by Nancy Roberts while the second is called ' �DG�	 ,���', written 

by Saada Abu Iraq and also translated by Nancy Roberts. It was found that the first 

short story '  ���D� (D�����	' contained (628) words while its translation contained (1002) 

words while the second short story '  �DG�	 ,D���' contained (1377) words whereas its 

translation contains (2638) lexical items. 
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A detailed discussion and interpretation of all of the above results of data analysis will 

be included in this chapter.                                                                                                

4.5 Interpretation of Results 

 The interpretation of results of data analysis would not report all instances of 

explicitation sub-techniques. In other words, each sub-technique comprises many 

examples which have been detected throughout the data analysis. The present study, 

therefore, selected samples of examples which are representative to different sub-

techniques of explicitation. Each sub-technique and its representative examples would 

be interpreted in the light of the potential conditioning factors which have prompted the 

translators to select them. 

4.5.1 Avoiding ambiguity 

      The function of avoiding ambiguity was found to be a major motive behind using 

many explicitation techniques, as detected in the two analyzed translations. Below is a 

list of the various explicitation techniques used to realize this function by the 

translator(s). Some representative examples are cited from the data analysis of Chapter 

Three in order to demonstrate this function.    

4.5.1.1 Lexicalizing pronouns: 
  
       In the example below, Al-Aqqaad has opted to replace the personal pronoun (her) 

in the ST by a noun for the sake of avoiding ambiguity. This shift is an example of 

explicitation by lexicalization in the TT. The translator has lexicalized the ST pronoun 

since he must have thought that the referent of the pronoun (her) was not explicit 

enough, viz. whether it refered to the Negro woman or to Emily.   

 ST: the mayor – he who fathered the edict that no woman should appear on the streets 

without an apron- remitted her taxes. 

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 
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Q>�	 ?����	 ?�# ?�� 6	> S��! �,:! 18941 ;�9� 8!  �/%� �G +(#,�� ��&� ;��F�	  � 0!��	 R����	 "�

����	.C	���	  �   

       In the second example below, both translators lexicalized the ST pronoun (it) 

because the pronoun is separated from its referent noun by many sentences. Therefore, 

rendering the pronoun (it) in the TTs may lead target readers to misunderstanding as a 

result of losing track of its nominal referent.                                                                             

ST: Only a man of Colonel Sartoris’ generation and thought could have invented it,...           

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 S>)� �,9���  �� ?��(:@�	O������ ��������	 
�� ]�# Q>�	 ��*�	 Y�>  � �*� ��� ...  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 Y�� �,���  ! O������ ��������	 ���/�� ��*  � 81 -9� =���  �� ?�(�����	 +....  

4.5.1.2 Adding new words 

    The translator, sometimes, added lexical items which were understood from the 

context of the ST, viz. the addition of such lexical items was taken from the surrounding 

ST.  In the following instance, Abdullah has added some lexical items in order to 

resolve potential ambiguity, for example:  

 ST: It was a big, squarish house that had once been white, decorated with cupolas and 

spires and scrolled balconies in the heavily lightsome style of the seventies, set on what 

had once been our select street. But garages and cotton gins had encroached and 

obliterated even the august names of that neighborhood; only Miss Emily’s house was 

left, lifting its stubborn and coquettish decay above the cotton wagons and the gasoline 

pumps-an eyesore among eyesores. 

TT1 (Abdullah) 
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���� �� 64� �� 6��� ,4� 0��,�� 0���� �	,�	 6��� 6�����	� ;	��E	� .��@��� (��9F�� +W��E	 7$

��# =����	  �@�	 6����%�� �� ��� Q>�	 0X���	 ��@��	� ?9��	 Q���%��	 F	���	 .���! "�# (*�,��	 .

 6,���	,�	 7���E	 ?��%� O��  �@�	 ^����� 6�*	���	 ��F  ��� +(��,��	 �� ���� ���! �@���  �� ���� 

, 6�# ���	 (���*�	����1 (��\	 �	, ��� 0��*�	 Y��  � R�� ?�� +�)�	��* �� :�	, �8,� ,��%� (/4	� (��9 

 6��� ��:�9��� + �F���	 6�9���  �@�	 6���# R���	,�	���4 ,�! �G��� ���  �%�� ��>3�� ����4 	�G��   .  

Abdullah has added the word (�	,�	) three times in the above TT. These shifts were the 

result of the translator’s decision to explicate the reference to the 'house' in the TT. In 

the  first instance, (�	,�	 6,��) the word �	,�	 was added for avoiding ambiguity for the 

target readers since the subject of the verb (set on) in the ST could be misunderstood to 

be either the cupolas, the spires, the balconies or Emily’s house. In the other two 

instances ((/4	� (�	�9 �	,) and (�	,�	 6��� ��:�9���), the added words were similarly used to 

explicate the reference of the non-finite verbal noun (lifting) and the nominal phrase (an 

eyesore among eyesores) to Emily’s house and not to any other things, for example. 

4.5.2 Adding extra explicitness 

        Sometimes, the use of explicitation techniques is not so much to avoid ambiguity 

but to add extra explicitness which may help in alleviating the processing efforts for the 

TT readers. This desire of the two translators to be even more explicit has been realized 

by: 

4.5.2.1 Lexicalizing the pronouns  

        In the example below, for instance, Al-Aqqaad has decided to lexicalize the 

pronoun (she) in order to make the reference more explicit to his target reader: 

 ST: They rose when she entered –a small, fat woman…. 
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TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 6�9, ��������1 0,���	 �/4	� 	��)�  :(C���� 0��:4 0,��... 

The co-text of this sentence may help in blocking potential ambiguity but the translator 

has still opted for more explicitness by lexicalizing the pronoun 'she'. 

4.5.2.2 Expanding lexical items  

      Sometimes, both translators expanded some words in their TTs. The expansion of 

words meant that the translator added one or more words implied from the co-text of the 

ST and not from the context of the ST, viz. that already existing word(s) were 

expanded. The words in the ST were expanded in the TT so as to add explicitness. Al-

Aqqaad, for example, has explicated the underlined word of the ST. 

 ST: And so she died. Fell ill in the house filled with dust and shadows. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 .	���	 S��%� �F�� �� W���	 �)�A,  ! ,%�  6��� ?�I���E	 S��&��...  

Here, Al-Aqqaad used this lexical expansion strategy and explicated the already 

existing word 'I���8	' by adding 'S��&�' which was understood from the co-text of the ST.  

4.5.2.3 Spelling out implicatures 

      In the following example, Abdullah opted to be more explicit in his translation by 

adding the underlined clause: 

 ST: A week later the mayor wrote her himself, offering to call or to send his car for her, 

and received in reply a note.  

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

����@�� �����	 �)��1 .��� 
�/� ?����	 �)��1 .�� ����! "�@�	 ���� +
�����	 �)��# �>%�� =���� ?� 	>5� 


����� �)��1 ���� 
�5� ..���� �A� �A,� S3�*�. .   
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In the instance above, Al-Aqqaad explicated the implied meaning in the ST sentence for 

the sake of being more explicit. He wanted to be more explicit by retrieving the clause 

in the surface of the TT. 

4.5.2.4 Lexicalizing deictic words 

      In the example below, both translators opted to explicate the deictic word (that) 

because it was separated by many sentences from its referent nouns (-9��	 +.��9�	), 

respectively, in the TTs. 

 ST: ….she would have to cling to that which had robbed her, as people will. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 Y�>� R�%��.��9�	O���	 �C�� �%/� ��� �)� ��� Q>�	 .  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 R�%��  ! �)��# ?��� 
�5�-9����0,�# O���	 �%/� ��� +7�� ��  � �)��� Q>�	 .  

4.5.2.5 Adding new words 

 The addition of these words was to minimize the load of comprehension by being even 

more explicit as in the example below: 

   ST: The ladies said; so they were not surprised when the smell developed.      

    TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

, �� 6	,���	 6��� (�C	��	 S>A 6����	 ����� (�A()����	  � �)���.  

4.5.3 Explicating intersentential logical relations 

       In order to alleviate the comprehension load for the TT readership, the two 

translators both tried in may cases to explicate the logical relations between sentences in 

the translation corpus. This was achieved by employing the following explicitation 

techniques: 
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4.5.3.1 Adding intersentential linking ties 

        The addition of sentence connectors was to minimize the heavy use of 

punctuations as will be discussed later in the section of Concluding Remarks on p.98 

and to explicate the various semantic relations between sentences. Explicit sentences 

connecters can greatly help enhance text readability and lead to better 

comprehensibility. It was found from the data analysis that these linking ties, viz. 

connecters, have been added to explicate various logical relations, as follows:  

 (i) Temporal relations: The addition of temporal connectors between the TTs 

sentences in both translations below was to make the sequential temporal relations more 

explicit.  

 ST: Then we noticed that in the second pillow was the indentation of a head. One of us 

lifted something from it, and leaning forward, …  

 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 +���9�� ��!� 0,����	 "�# ����� ?��+?��E	 "�1 
%��� ��,�! 
��4X ...  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

�� O!� ���X�� ���/9�	 (�����	 0,9��	 �� ��G�8 ?� .��)�� �C�� ��,�! =�� ...  

 (ii) Cause-affect relation: The motive behind adding sentence connectives again was 

sometimes to explicate the logical relations of cause and effect: 

 ST: When her father died, it got about that the house was all that was left to her; and in 

a way, people were glad. At last they could pity Miss Emily. Being left alone, and a 

pauper, she had become humanized. 

          TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 +��:��	 	>)� O���	 I���	� +�F���	 ��� �)�,� R�� ?� 
�! 6,*� �A��! 6�� �����?)��� 	��%��  ! 	�#����	 

 +0F�%� 0,��� 6/�9� ,4 6��� >1 +(@/���� �A����(�����<	 (&�:��� ?A,�# 6&��:�..  
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 TT2 (Abdullah) 

� 
��� �� �� �A 6��� �	,�	  X� �)�# =��	 +�A,�	� ���� ��,�#�������� O���	 �%� �� ,� "�1� +�). � 	��9X

�)��# 	�@/��  !  �%�����+ ,@� (4,:�	 "�# ]�%� 0,��� 6��:! 	>A�(���� (/: .���� �)�%* �� .  

 In the above, the two translators tried to explicate that because of the death of Emily's 

father and the fact that Emily was left alone, her personality changed and people felt 

more sympathetic towards her. (See also Example 38 in Chapter Three where the two 

translators added the connectives (D� +	>�A�), respectively to explicate cause-affect 

relations. There, they tried to explain that because the children were not sent to Miss 

Emily's studio or the drawing room, she had to close the studio). 

4.5.4 Explicating language- and culture-specific features 

      It was observed in the data-analysis conducted in Chapter Three that explicitation 

was sometimes used due to lack of a translation equivalent which was lexicalized in the 

TL. 

4.5.4.1 Explicating lexical items 

      As was just mentioned above, the motive behind expanding a word was sometimes 

because a word in the ST was not lexicalized in the TT language, for example: 

ST: When her father died, it got about that the house was all that was left to her; and in 

a way, people were glad. At last they could pity Miss Emily. Being left alone, and a 

pauper, she had become humanized. Now she too would know the old thrill and the old 

despair of a penny more or less. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 
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 	��%��  ! 	�#����	 ?)���� +��:��	 	>)� O���	 I���	� +�F���	 ��� �)�,� R�� ?� 
�! 6,*� �A��! 6�� ����

 +0F�%� 0,��� 6/�9� ,4 6��� >1 +(@/���� �A���(�����<	 (&�:��� ?A,�# 6&��:�� ... ?�)�  \	 �)�!�

��	  � O���	 �C��  X� Y�> �� �)�X� +-@�� 6����� ,�F� 6�����7	�@/�	�  �,�,�...  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

������� O���	 �%� �� ,� "�1� +�)� 
��� �� �� �A 6��� �	,�	  X� �)�# =��! +�A,�	� ���� ��,�#�. 	��9X� 

 (4,:�	 "�# ]�%� 0,��� 6��:! ,@� +�)��# 	�@/��  !  �%�����(���� (/: .���� �)�%* �� 	>A�.  \	 

�9���	 (�#�� O��  ! =�����?A�,�	 "�# ��:��	  � �)�X�� (9.  

Both translators have expanded the word 'humanized' in the TT because such a word 

had no lexicalized translation equivalent in Arabic.   

4.5.4.2 Spelling out culture-specific features 

       As for the explicitation of culture-specific references in the ST, the following can 

be quoted as examples. In the ST below, both translators took upon themselves to 

explicate the reference to the ' Confederate soldiers' which may be unfamiliar to the 

target readers, although it is common knowledge of the American history for the ST 

readers. 

ST: … graves of Union and Confederate soldiers who fell at the battle of Jefferson. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 "��� U�������E	 ,���8	 ,��* ���/�* (��%� �� ?)/�� 	�48 Q>�	 .  

 

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 	����4  �>�	  ���)*��	 ,��*�	 ���@��(�����E	 (��AE	 .���	 �� ���/�* (��%� �� 	��@�� . 
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In another instance of explicitation due to culture-specific features of the ST, the two 

translators chose to explicate implicit religious background information as in the 

example below: 

ST: The men did not want to interfere, but at last the ladies forced the Baptist minister –

Miss Emily's people were Episcopal- to call upon her. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

��_� 	���%��  ! 	�7��� ?�� ��*��	 ��! . 0��!  E +
��1 �)�#,���  ! "�# O��@�	  ���! ,4 7����	  ! 81

  � 6��� ����1 0,���	(������	 (�����	 ����!.  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 �)����F "�# ��	,�%��	 O@�	  A��! 0����	  ��� +�9,���� ��*��	 .��� ?�–  � ����1 (��\	 �A!  ��	 (/C���

(�/@�E	.  

'Episcopal' is one of the religious sects in Christianity. This information may be 

common to the American readership but not to Arab readers. The two translators have, 

therefore, explicated the reference to the sect for Arabic readers.  

 4.6 Interpretation of Tables 

      This section of Chapter Four is dedicated to the discussion of the extent of the 

agreement and disagreement between the two translators in using the various 

explicitation techniques detected and reported in the tables at the end of this chapter. 

This is thought to be illuminating in shedding light on the size and frequency of usage 

of these different techniques. The techniques will be discussed in groups which reflect 

the above quadripartite typology of explicitation adopted in this chapter, viz. lexical, 

syntactic, pragmatic, and textual. 
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4.6.1 Discussion of Results of Lexical Explicitation  

         Lexical explicitation was found, as reported in this chapter, to have been realized 

by various techniques in the translated texts. In each of the following paragraphs one 

such technique is discussed with reference to the relevant tables at the end of this 

chapter. To begin with Table 1 shows that Al-Aqqaad used the lexicalization technique 

more often than Abdullah. According to Table 1, Abdullah  kept the same wording of 

the ST more often than Al-Aqqaad. Nevertheless, Table 1 also shows that the two 

translators sometimes agreed on substituting pronouns by the nouns which they referred 

to in order to help their target readers avoid potential ambiguity or to be more explicit, 

as interpreted in this chapter on pages 52, 55 and 56. 

         The interpretation of the relevant explicitation instances in this chapter shows that 

Al-Aqqaad also used the lexical expansion strategy more than Abdullah as seen in 

Table (2) reported at the end of this chapter. Al-Aqqaad differed from Abdullah because 

it seems that Al-Aqqaad decided to use the expansion technique even with some lexical 

items which did not need such expansion in order to be more explicit. Strictly speaking, 

the expansion of such lexical items did not add new meaning to the TT but such 

expansion made the translation more explicit, as the present study will discuss later in 

the section of Concluding Remarks. For this reason, Al-Aqqaad differed from Abdullah 

in many examples which were reported in Chapter Four, since Abdullah opted to leave 

his readers retrieve or comprehend the implied meaning of such lexical items from the 

co-text. The agreement between the two translators is mainly found in the TT words 

which can be even more explicit for the target readers as interpreted in the section of 

Expanding Lexical Items in this chapter.  

          Conversely, the interpretation of the relevant instances in this chapter shows that 

Abdullah used the addition of lexical items technique more often than Al-Aqqaad, as 
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seen in Table (3). The disagreement between Al-Aqqaad and Abdullah was because 

Abdullah opted to add many words in order to avoid ambiguity and be more explicit, as 

interpreted in this chapter on pages 53 and 56, whereas Al-Aqqaad opted to render the 

direct translation in the same instances.  

            Table (4) showed that Al-Aqqaad used the three above- mentioned lexical 

explicitation techniques 20 times whereas Abdullah used them 19 times. Here the 

percentage of differences both translators scored was not high. However, Al-Aqqaad 

favored the use of the lexicalization technique over the others while Abdullah favored 

the use of the addition of words over other sub-techniques.  

4.6.2 Discussion of Results of Syntactic Explicitation 

            Syntactic explicitation was realized by various sub-techniques. The following 

paragraphs show the discussion of these sub-techniques with reference to the relevant 

tables reported at the end of this chapter. As for the addition of linking ties technique, 

Table (6) showed that the disagreement between the two translators in this case was 

very little. Most of the time they agreed because of the desire of the translators to 

explicate the various logical relations as interpreted in above Chapter Four on pages 57-

58. 

             Table (7) reported that Al-Aqqaad opted for the explicitation of the implied 

information more than Abdullah who, most of the time, resorted to keep the same 

wording of the ST in his TT. With respect to Table (8), the disagreement between both 

translators showed that Abdullah seemed to use the expansion of phrases technique  

twice whereas the agreement between the two translators was because of their desire to 

be even more explicit, as interpreted above in this chapter. 

           Table (9) showed that Al-Aqqaad used syntactic explicitation more than 

Abdullah. However, the percentage of variations scored was not very high between the 
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two translators. Additionally, Al-Aqqaad and Abdullah seemed to have favored the use 

of the linking ties sub-technique more than other sub-techniques.  

4.6.3 Discussion of Results of Pragmatic Explicitation 

Pragmatic explicitation was realized by one sub-technique called spelling out culture 

specific- features, as reported in this chapter above. This discussion of such technique 

depends on Table 11 reported at the end of this chapter. According to the example 

interpreted above, and the other instances reported in Table (11), the usage of such 

techniqe revealed that Abdullah used pragmatic explicitation more often than Al-

Aqqaad. Moreover, Table (11) showed that this was the first technique which Abdullah 

used more than Al-Aqqaad.  

          Table (14) showed that Al-Aqqaad used the explicitation techniques in his 

translation more than Abdullah. However, the percentage of variation between the two 

translators was not high in terms of using the explicitation strategies in general. Al-

Aqqaad's translated text seemed to be more explicit than Abdullah's because the former 

seemed more interested in explicating the implied co-text and context of the ST than 

Abdullah. In other words, Al-Aqqaad was more keen to explicate such words, phrases 

and sentences only to make them even more explicit, as seen in the interpretation on 

pages55 and 56 in this chapter Additionally, Table (14) reported that the two translators 

favored syntactic explicitation over lexical explicitation and pragmatic explicitation. 

4.6.4 Discussion of Results of Textual Explicitation 

 Before the discussion of both Tables (15) and (16), the present study would like 

to give a brief idea about how textual explicitation was studied with relation to text 

length, viz. the number of words in the source and target texts. There are various 

concepts of the 'word' which can be used to count the words in a text, such as the 

morphological, phonological and orthographical concepts. The present study opted to 
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count the number of words by adopting the orthographic concept, viz. a word in a text, 

should be preceded and followed by a space, as reported in this chapter. The motive 

behind using the orthographic word is because Arabic and English morphologies are 

different in that the former is synthetic and the latter is analytic. To explain briefly the 

meaning of the difference between analytic morphology and synthetic morphology, the 

following example is given. In the lexical item "�)��!�" in Arabic, and its translation 

equivalent in English "I saw her", we notice that "�)��!�" is one orthographic word in 

Arabic but its translation equivalent in English comprises three lexical items or words. 

Moreover, verbs in Arabic are mostly connected to their subjects, personal pronouns 

and auxiliaries. Arabic therefore is called a 'synthetic' language. English, on the other 

hand, tends to isolate verbs, subjects, auxiliaries and personal pronouns and is therefore 

called 'analytic'. To investigate the hypothesis, viz. the translated text is longer than its 

source text, the words in the English source text and its Arabic translations were 

counted. Similarly, the lexical tokens in the two Arabic short stories as source texts and 

their English translations were also counted. The reason behind using Arabic-English 

translations, in addition to English-Arabic ones, was to rule out the possibility that the 

directionality of translations was the determining factor behind text length. 

 The results in Table (15) revealed that the length of the English source text was 

longer than its two Arabic translated texts. These results did not seem to confirm the 

hypothesis just mentioned above, viz. that translated texts are longer than their source 

texts. On the other hand, the results in Table (16) showed that the length of the two 

Arabic source texts were shorter than their English translated texts. The results in Table 

(16), therefore, confirmed the above-mentioned hypothesis. One possible reason behind 

the results in Table (15) which refuted the hypothesis was that the present study 
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analyzed a small corpus.  In future studies, therefore, it would be useful to work on a 

larger corpus to test such hypothesis, as Frankenberg-Garcia (2004) has done. She 

counted the number of words of 16 English and Portuguese source texts and their 

corresponding Portuguese and English translations. She summarized her results in the 

table below: 

ST words TT words 
1- 1501 1585 

2- 1499 1467 

3- 1501 1538 
4- 1498 1441 
5- 1499 1364 
6- 1499 1321 
7- 1498 1299 
8- 1500 1550 
9- 1499 1682 

10- 1499 1714 
11- 1502 1867 
12- 1501 1726 

13- 1502 1714 
14- 1501 1675 
15- 1500 1753 
16- 1502 1583 

Total   24001 25279 
 

She discovered that only five translations, as shown in the table above, were shorter 

than their source texts while all the other eleven translations were longer than their 

source texts. Actually, the motive of the present study behind quoting Garcia's study is 

because Portuguese is also a synthetic language, like Arabic. With a larger corpus, the 

results of comparing the text length in English and Arabic source texts and their 

translations is therefore expected to be similar to Garcia's results, if the hypothesis is 

valid. 

4.7 Concluding Remarks 

 The analysis of results in this chapter shed light on the role of the explicitation 

phenomenon in the two Arabic translations. The types of sub-techniques in both 
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translations were the result of the two translator's decisions taken at the conscious and 

subconscious levels. These decisions lay between adequacy and acceptability. In other 

words, the translators sometimes were subject to source-text norms (language and 

culture), and thus adhered to what is called "adequacy", while at other times they were 

subject to target-text norms, and gave priority to what is called acceptability. Thus, 

adequacy and acceptability played an important role in determining the sub-techniques 

or shifts on the one hand, and the differences as well as correspondences between the 

two translators, on the other. The two translators sometimes opted for different 

translation options. In general, however, Al-Aqqaad seemed more inclined to produce 

an acceptable translation than Abdullah. He tried to be more acceptable to target 

readers' expectations and culture, whereas Abdullah's translation was more adequate 

since he seemed to favor abiding by the norms of the source text's writer and language. 

The instances in Chapter Four, and the other instances reported in the tables and 

underlined in the appendices, show that Abdullah used the explicitation techniques with 

lexical items, phrases, and sentences to ward off ambiguity in cases which actually did 

require explicitation. In other words, he rarely used explicitation techniques just to be 

more explicit. (See all his examples in Chapter Four and the other examples reported in 

the tables and underlined in the appendices). Only in the following two examples can 

we see that Abdullah used explicitation techniques just for the sake of being more 

explicit. 

ST: She no longer went out at all. 

  

TT1 (Abdullah) 

  � ;�9� ,%� ?��	,�	�4 .  

ST: The women mostly out of curiosity to see the inside of her house. 
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 TT1 (Abdullah) 

 (�3�� ���/�	 =�	,� .��E	 "�# 7����	 6�A>�0,�*���	 7���E	�)��� �9	, �� .  

The addition by Abdullah of the lexical item (�	,�	) and the phrase ( 	0,�*���	 7���E ) did 

not actually explicate something ambiguous, but he just wanted to be more explicit to 

his readers. On the contrary, Al-Aqqaad's translation exhibited many instances 

interpreted above in this chapter and others detected in tables and underlined in 

appendices, in which he explicated the implied context just in order to be more explicit 

to his readers, e.g:  

ST: Alive, Miss Emily had been a tradition, a duty, and a care; a sort of hereditary 

obligation upon the town. 

TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 6��� 
��	��� ����� +(��#,�	  � ����� ��*	�� 	,��@� ����1 0,����� (���%�	(��,��	 �� O���	...  

(See also other Examples relevant to tables 2, 8, and 7 as well as underlined  in the 

appendices). 

          In short, the present study found out that Al-Aqqaad used the explicitation 

strategies in such examples which could be recognized logically from the co-text or 

context of the ST more than Abdullah. Moreover, Abdullah's idiolect as a translator may 

have been influenced by his study of the English language and literature in the U.S.A. 

This may have resulted in him being more subject to the textual norms and conventions 

of the English style of writing. Al-Aqqaad, on the other hand, tried to be omnipresent in 

his translation. In other words, he tried to leave his personal touches in his translation by 

adding words, and phrases which did not add new meaning but only made his 

translation more explicit. Al-Aqqaad, being a literary writer himself, was used to 

penetrate in the character's mind, actions or even the discourse of situation. He is 
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inclined, therefore, to be anywhere and everywhere, i.e. 'omnipresent', in order to 

explicate the story for his readers. This factor may also have effected his translation in 

the way mentioned above. 

 However, it was also found that the two translators were sometimes agreed in 

their translations because they seemed to face the same pressure from the target 

language and culture. According to the discussion of results above, these pressures 

could be detected at the (1) syntactic level, (2) lexical level, or (3) cultural level. In 

terms of the syntactic level, the present study found out that the two translators agreed 

to use syntactic explicitation, in general, and adding linking ties, in particular, (See 

Tables 9 and 14 in this chapter). The motive behind this high frequency was because 

Arabic as a language is genetically and culturally distant from English. Most of the time 

the two translators tried to explicate the heavy use of punctuation by adding connectives 

in order to get rid of the ambiguity of such punctuation, as discussed in the instances 

above. The present study revealed that the two translators used many linking ties 

because Arabic does not normally use many punctuation marks in writing whereas 

English does so. These different tendencies of each language are part of 'language 

norms'. Baker (1992) states that "English relies on a highly developed punctuation 

system to signal breaks and relations between chunks of information. Unlike English, 

Arabic prefers to group information into very large grammatical chunks. It is not 

unusual for Arabic paragraphs to consist of one sentence. This is partly because 

punctuation and paragraphing are a relatively recent development in Arabic" (p. 193). 

 With respect to the lexical level, the present study discovered that lexical 

explicitation was the second most frequent type of explicitation used by the two 

translators (see Table 14 ). The translators lexicalized many pronouns, deictic words, 

and relative pronouns, as discussed above. This is also related to the two languages' 
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norms since Arabic is known to prefer norminalization while English prefers 

pronominalization.(See Al-khafaji (2006) on pages 52-53 and 56-57) 

 As for the cultural level, both translators disambiguated the different culture-

specific references of the ST, such as explicating aspects of the history of American 

civil war and religious background for their target readers, as discussed above. In spite 

of using the same techniques in certain examples, the two translators differed in their 

interpretations because of different concepts of the context or the situation in these 

instances. More specifically, it could be said that the translators sometimes faced 

problems in understanding the meaning of the source text's context. In such cases, the 

translator rendered his own interpretation, as seen in the two examples below: 

ST: It was a big, squarish frame house that had once been white, decorated with cupolas 

and spires and scrolled balconies in the heavily lightsome style of the seventies… 

        TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

 6	�> ����	� .��@�	 
��F� +6���*�	 R�X�� "�� ����  �� 
�! ��9�� + �����	 =��� + ���E	 ���� 8F��  ��

 F	�� "�# ;	��E	��# =����	  �@�	.  

TT2 (Abdullah) 

 6�����	� ;	��E	� .��@��� (��9F�� +W��E	 7$���� �� 64� �� 6��� ,4� 0��,�� 0���� �	,�	 6���

"�# (*�,��	 ��� Q>�	 0X���	 ��@��	� ?9��	 Q���%��	 F	���	 .���! ��# =����	  �@�	 6����%�� ��.             

Al-Aqqaad understood that the phrase 'the seventies' referred to the century and not to 

the year, while Abdullah understood that the phrase referred to the year and not to the 

century. Here, the two translators tried to disambiguate the phrase 'the seventies' 

according with thier two different interpretations. The following is yet another example: 

 ST: Not that Miss Emily would have accepted charity. Colonel Sartoris invented an 

involved tale to the effect that Miss Emily's father had loaned money to the town           
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 TT1 (Al-Aqqaad) 

(4,:�	 ��@� ����1 0,���	  ! 	>A "�%�  �� ��� ..$���  O���	 ?)/�� (:4 �,��	 ,4 O������ ��������	  �� 

���4 (��,��	 W�4X� R�� ����1 0,���	 ,�	�  !.  

 TT2 (Abdullah) 

 +(4,:�	 ��@� Q>�	 ����	  � ����1 0,���	  �� ?�����! �)���! 0,@%� (���� O������ ��������	 ��� ,�	�  

(��,��	 "�1 ����	  � �&��� W�4! ,4  �� ����1 (��\	.  

The two translators in the example above added linking ties to render the two ST 

sentences into one in the TT. However, the interpretations of such connectives varied.  

Al-Aqqaad added the two linking ties (�� +$�) in the TT to explicate that the relation 

between the two ST sentences was adversative. Abdullah, on the other hand, added one 

linking tie (D�) to explicate that there was a cause-affect relation between the ST 

sentences. 

 In spite of the many types of explicitation techniques which were investigated in 

the Arabic translations and the reasons behind using such techniques as interpreted 

above, the present study concludes that they can be classified and summarized into three 

major techniques only. These are: (1) Addition, (2) Expansion, and (3) Substitution. It 

was found out that these three techniques made the most prominent explicitation 

strategies in the two Arabic translations. Hence, any one of the many sub-techniques 

which were detected in Chapter Four can be assigned to one of these three techniques, 

as shown below: 

(1) Addition 

 - Adding lexical items. 

 - Adding linking ties. 
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 - Adding implied phrases. 

(2) Expansion  

 - Expansion of lexical items. 

 - Expansion of phrases. 

 - Expansion of cultural features. 

(3) Substitution 

- Lexicalization technique.  
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          Table (1) below illustrates the numbers of lexicalized instances which are 

detected above. Al-Aqqaad has used 10 lexicalizations in his translation while Abdullah 

has used 7 only. Moreover, the table shows the number of differences and 

correspondences between the two translations in terms of using the lexicalization 

technique. 

Table (1): Use of the lexicalization technique in the translated texts 

 

    Table (2) below has detected eight expanded lexical items for Al-Aqqaad compared 

to five expanded lexical items for Abdullah. They have been also found to differ 7 times 

and to agree three other times. 

 

            

Position of 
lexicalized items 
in Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

 Number of 
lexicalized 

items in Al-
Aqqaad's 

translation 

 Position of 
lexicalized 
words in 

Abdullah's 
translation 

 Number of 
lexicalized 

items in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Differences 
between 
the two 
translators 

 
Corresponde

-nces 
between the 

two 
translators 

 Sc. I, Sn. 9 1 Sc. I, Sn. 6 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. I, Sn. 11 1 Sc. I, Sn. 8 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. I, Sn. 12 1     Sc. I, Sn. 9-10 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. I, Sn. 10 Ø Sc. I, Sn. 7 1 1 Ø 

Sc. II, Sn.46 1 Sn. II, Sn. 50 1 Ø 1 

Sc. II, Sn. 48-49 1 Sc. II, Sn. 52 Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. II, Sn. 50 Ø Sc. II, Sn. 55 1 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 52 1 Sc. II, Sn. 58 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. I, Sn. 25 1 Sc. I, Sn. 22 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 69 1 Sc. II, Sn.82  1 Ø 1 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 123 1 Sc. IV, Sn. 157 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 132 1 Sc. IV, Sn. 166 Ø 1 Ø 

Total 10  7 7 5 
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Table (2): Expansion of lexical items in the two translated texts 

Position of the 
expanded words in 
Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

Number of 
the 
expanded 
words in Al-
Aqqaad's 
translation 

Position of the 
expanded words 
in Abdullah's 
translation 

 Number of 
the expanded 
words in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Differences 
between 
the two 
translators 

Correspond-
ences between 
the two 
translators 

 Sc. I, Sn. 1           1  Sc. I, Sn. 1 Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 3 
1 

Sc. I, Sn. 1 

 
Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 4 1 Sc. I, Sn. 2 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. I, Sn. 9 1 Sc. I, Sn. 6 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 62-63 1 Sc. II, Sn. 72, 73 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. III, Sn. 75 1 Sc. III, Sn. 92 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. III, Sn. 75 Ø Sc. III, Sn. 92 1 1 Ø 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 129 1 Sc. IV, Sn. 163-164 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. V, Sn. 136 1 Sc. V, Sn. 170 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. I , Sn. 16 Ø Sc. I , Sn. 14 1 1 Ø 

 Total 8 
 

5 7 3 

 

      Table (3) below shows the number of instances of explicitation by lexical addition 

in the two translations. With respect to Al-Aqqaad, he has used this technique twice 

whereas Abdullah has used it six times in the instances above. They differed six times 

and agreed once in the same examples above. 
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Table (3): The addition of lexical items in the two translations 

 

 

 Table (4) below is a general table which summarizes the use of the various 

lexical explicitation techniques detected in the above analyzed text fragments of the two 

translations which are illustrated in the three tables reported for the two translations 

above. 

  Table (4):  Summary of the lexical explicitation techniques in the two 

translations 

Lexical explicitation 
Al-

Aqqaad's 
translation 

Abdullah's 
translation 

 lexicalization technique 10 7 

 Expansion of lexical items 8 5 

 Adding lexical items 2 6 

Total 20 18 

 Position of the 
added words in 

Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

 Number of 
the added 

words in Al-
Aqqaad's 

translation 

  Position of the 
added words in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

 Number of 
the added 
words in 

Abdullah's 
translation 

 Differences 
between the 

two 
translators 

Correspond-
ences 

between the 
two 

translators 

 Sc. I, Sn. 4-7           Ø Sc. I, Sn. 2-4             1 1 Ø  

_____________           Ø _____________             1 1 Ø 

 Sc. I, Sn. 16 Ø Sc. I, Sn. 13 1 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 45 Ø Sc. II, Sn. 47 1 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 46 1 Sc. II, Sn. 49 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 53 Ø Sc. II, Sn. 59 1 1 Ø 

 Sc. III, Sn. 71-72 1 Sc. III, Sn. 103 1 Ø 1 

Total 2  6 6 1 
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  Table (5) below gives a summary of the differences and correspondences in the 

two translations which are reported in Tables 1, 2, and 3 above. 

 

Table (5):  Summary of the differences and correspondences in the two 

translations in terms of lexical explicitation techniques 

Lexical explicitation 
techniques  

 number of 
differences in Al-

Aqqaad and Abdullah 
translations 

 number of 
correspondences in Al-
Aqqaad and Abdullah 

translations 

 lexicalization technique 7 5 

 Expansion of lexical items 7 3 

 Adding lexical items 6 1 

Total 20 9 

 

         Table (6) below reports the number of explicative linking ties used by the two 

translators. Al-Aqqaad has used 29 times linking ties whereas Abdullah has used them 

22 times. Table (6) also shows the variations as well as the correspondences between 

the two translators. Additionally, Table (6) gives the differences in the interpretations of 

the linking ties where the two translators differ 14 times and agree 18 times. 

Table (6): The addition of linking ties in the two translations 

 Position of 
linking ties 
in Al-
Aqqaad's 
translation 

Numbers of 
linking ties 
in Al-
Aqqaad's 
translation 

Position of 
linking ties in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Numbers of 
linking ties 
in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Differences 
between the 
two 
translators 

Correspond
e-nces 
between the 
two 
translations 

 Sc. I, Sn. 9-10 1 Sc. I, Sn. 7 1 Ø 1 

Sc. I, Sn. 15-
16 

           1 Sc. I, Sn. 13           1 Ø            1 

____________            1 _____________          Ø 1 Ø 

____________            1 _____________           1 Ø 1 

Sc. I, Sn. 27            1 Sc. I, Sn. 28          Ø 1 Ø 
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 Sc. I, Sn. 40 1 Sc. I, Sn. 43 1 Ø 1 

Sc. II, Sn. 43-
44 

1 Sc. II, Sn. 46 1 Ø 1 

____________ 1 ____________ 1 Ø 1 

____________ 1 ____________ Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 57 1 Sc. II, Sn. 65 Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. II, Sn. 62 1 
Sc. II, Sn. 72 

 
1 Ø 1 

___________ 1 ____________ 1 Ø 1 

____________ Ø ____________ 1 1 Ø 

___________ 1 ____________ 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. II, Sn. 68 1 
Sc. II, Sn. 60-
81 

Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. III, Sn. 70 1 
Sc. III, Sn. 83- 

84 
1 Ø 1 

___________ 1 _____________ Ø 1 Ø 

 Sc. III, Sn. 73 1 
Sc. III, Sn. 89-

90 
1 Ø 1 

___________ 1 _____________ 1 Ø 1 

___________ 1 _____________ Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. III, Sn. 99 1 Sc. III, Sn. 124 1 Ø 1 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
101 

Ø Sc. IV, Sn. 127 1 1 Ø 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
107 

1 Sc. IV, Sn. 133 Ø      1    Ø 

___________ 1 ____________ 1 Ø 1 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
109 

Ø Sc. IV, Sn. 135 1 1 Ø 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
110 

1 Sc. IV, Sn. 140 Ø 1           Ø 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
111 

1 Sc. IV, Sn. 142 1 Ø            1 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
113 

1 Sc. IV, Sn. 144 Ø           1 Ø 
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Sc. IV, Sn. 
119 

1 Sc. IV, Sn. 152 1           Ø            1 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 
123 

1 
Sc. IV, Sn. 156-

157 
1  Ø 1 

Sc. IV, Sn. 
132 

1 
 

Sc. IV, Sn. 166 
          1           Ø 

 
1 

Sc. V, Sn. 148 1 
Sc. V, Sn. 184-

185 
1           Ø     1 

Total 29  22 14 19 

 

            

         Table (7) below illustrates the number of implied phrases or clauses which were 

explicated by the two translators. Al-Aqqaad has explicated the implied phrases 5 times 

while Abdullah has done so only once. Table (7) also shows the instances of differences 

and correspondences between the two translators in terms of spelling out implicatures; 

they differed 6 times and did not agree in any single case. 

Table (7): Spelling out implicatures in the two translations 

 

 

 Position of the 
added sentences 
in Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

 Numbers of 
the added 
sentences in 
Al-
Aqqaad's 
translation 

Position of the 
added sentences 
in Abdullah's 
translation 

 Numbers of 
the added 
sentences in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Differences 
between the 
two 
translators 

 
Correspond-
ences 
between the 
two 
translators 

 Sc. I, Sn. 3 Ø Sc. I, Sn. 1 1 1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 12 1 Sc. I, Sn. 9 Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 15-16 1 Sc. I, Sn. 13 Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 17 1 Sc. I, Sn. 15 Ø 1 Ø 

  Sc. I, Sn. 23 1 Sc. I, Sn. 21 Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. V, Sn. 149 1 Sc. II, V, Sn. 185 Ø 1 Ø 

Total 5  1 6 Ø 
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           Table (8) below gives the number of the expansion by explicative phrases and 

clauses in the two translations. Al-Aqqaad has used this explicitation technique 3 times 

while Abdullah twice. Table (8) reports the differences and the correspondences as well 

as the differences in the interpretations of the same expansion technique. They differ 3 

times in the instances above and they agree once. 

Table (8): The expansion of phrases in the two translations 

 

Position of 
expansion 
technique 
in Al-
Aqqaad's 
translation 

 Numbers of 
expanded 
phrases in 
Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

 Position of 
expansion 
technique 
in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

 Numbers 
of 
expanded 
phrases in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

Difference
s between 
the two 
translators 

Correspon
dences 
between the 
two 
translators 

Sc. I, Sn. 9 1 Sc. I, Sn. 6 Ø          1 Ø 

Sc. I, Sn. 25 1 Sc. I, Sn. 22  1 Ø 1 

 Sc. III, Sn. 
99 

1 
Sc. III, Sn. 

125 
Ø 1 Ø 

Sc. V, Sn. 
134 

Ø 
Sc. V, Sn. 

168 
1 1 Ø 

Total             3  2 3 1 

  

          Table (9) below summarizes the use of the syntactic explicitation techniques in 

the two translations which are reported in tables 6, 7, and 8 respectively. Moreover, 

Table (9) reports the total number of the different types of techniques of syntactic         

explicitation of the two translators.                                                                            
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Table (9):  Summary of the syntactic explicitaion techniques in the two     

translations 

Syntactic explicitation 
Al-

Aqqaad's 
translation 

Abdullah's 
translation 

 Adding linking ties 29 22 

 Spelling out implicatures 5 1 

 Expansion of phrases 3 2 

Total 37 25 

 

          Table (10) below presents a summary of the differences and 

correspondences between the two translations. They differ 23 times and 19 times. 

 

Table (10): Summary of the differences and correspondences in the                       

two translations in terms of syntactic explicitation 

Syntactic explicitation 

The 
differences 
between the 

two 
translators 

The 
correspondences 
between the two 

translators 

 Adding linking ties 14 19 

 Spelling out implicatures 6 Ø 

 Expansion of phrases and  3 1 

Total  23 20 

 

            Table (11) below gives the number of instances of the explicitation of the 

culture-specific features which are used by the two translators. Al-Aqqaad has 

explicated three cultural features while Abdullah has explicated four. Additionally, 

Table (11) shows the differences and the correspondences between the two translators 

with respect to the addition of cultural features.  
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Table (11): Spelling out culture-specific features in the two translations 

The position of 
the added 
cultural 

features  in Al-
Aqqaad's 

translation 

The 
numbers of 
the added 
cultural 

features in 
Al-Aqqaad's 
translation 

The 
position of 
the added 
cultural 

features in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

The 
numbers of 
the added 
cultural 

features  in 
Abdullah's 
translation 

The 
differences 

between 
the two 

translators 

The 
correspond

ences 
between the 

two 
translators 

 Sc. I, Sn. 8 1 Sc. I, Sn. 5 1 Ø 1 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 120 1 
Sc. IV, Sn. 

154 
1 Ø 1 

 Sc. IV, Sn. 106-
107 

1 
Sc. IV, Sn. 

132 
1 Ø 1 

 Sc. V, Sn. 137 Ø 
Sc. V, Sn. 

171 
1 1 Ø 

Total 3  4 1 3 

 

        Table (12) below summarizes the total number of the explicitation of cultural 

features by the two translators which are reported in Table (11). 

Table (12):  Summary of the total number of the explicating culture-specific 

features between the two translations 

Pragmatic explicitation 
Al-Aqqaad's 

translation 

Abdullah's 

translation 

 The total number of explicating  

culture-specific features 3 4 

 

  Table (13) summarizes the differences and correspondences between the two 

translators: 
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Table (13):  Summary of the differences and correspondences in the two 

translations in terms of pragmatic explicitation 

Pragmatic 
explicitation 

The differences 
between the 

two translators 

The 
correspondences 
between the two 

translators 

 Spelling out of 

culture-specific 

features 

1 3 

 

               Table (14) below summarizes the number of the major types of explicitation 

techniques which are reported in Tables 4, 9, and 12 above. Al-Aqqaad has used (20) 

lexical explicitation techniques while Abdullah has used (19). With respect to syntactic 

explicitation, Al-Aqqaad has used (37) syntactic explicitation techniques while 

Abdullah has used (25). In terms of pragmatic explicitation, Al-Aqqaad has used (3) 

pragmatic explicitation techniques whereas Abdullah has used (4). Moreover, Table 

(14) reports to rather all the instances of types of explicitation techniques which are 

used in both Al-Aqqaad's translation and Abdullah's . The total number of the three 

major types of explicitation techniques which are used by Al-Aqqaad's translation is 

(60), whereas, those used by Abdullah is (47) in the same instances above. 

Table (14):  Summary of the types of explicitation techniques between the two 

translators 

 Types of explicitation 

techniques 

Al-Aqqaad's 

translation 

Abdullah's 

translation 

 Lexical explicitation 20 18 

 Syntactic explicitation 37 25 

 pragmatic explicitation 3 4 

Total 60 47 
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Table (15): Number of words in the source texts and translated texts in terms of 

textual explicitation                                                            

English-Arabic translations 

 number of 

words in the 

source text 

 number of 

words in Al-

aqqaad's 

translation 

 number of 

words in 

Abdullah's 

translation 

3709 3221 3319 

 

Table (16): Number of words in the source texts and translated texts in terms of 

textual explicitation 

Arabic-English translations 

 number of 

words in 

( �� ����	
�� )  

Nancy's 

translation 

 number of 

words  in 

(��
� ���) 

Nancy's 

translation 

628 1002 1377 2638 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.0 Conclusions 

1. The alignment of the source text portions with those of the two translations has 

revealed many types of explicitation techniques in Arabic translated texts, viz., lexical 

explicitation, syntactic explicitation, pragmatic explicitation and textual explicitation. 

2. The manual analysis for such explicitation techniques which are mentioned above, 

has detected many sub-techniques of explicitation.  The results of analysis, in Chapter 

Four, classified the sub-techniques under their main techniques. For instances, lexical 

explicitation, one of the main techniques, was classified into four sub-techniques: (1) 

lexicalization technique, (2) expansion of lexical items, (3) addition lexical items, and 

(4) specification technique. Similarly, syntactic explicitation, the second main 

technique, was divided into three sub-techniques: (1) adding linking ties, (2) spelling 

out of implicatures, and (3) expanding of phrases. Moreover, pragmatic explicitation, 

the third main technique, was represented by spelling out of culture-specific features.  

3. In order to test textual explicitation, the fourth main technique, the present study 

selected to investigate the hypothesis which states that the translated text is longer than 

its source text. The researcher counted the lexical tokens in the English source text and 

its two Arabic translations. The results, as reported in Table (15), in Chapter Four have 

showed that the hypothesis was refuted, since the English source text turned to be 

longer than its two Arabic translations. The reason behind this refutation may, however, 

be due to the fact that Arabic is a synthetic language while English is analytic, as 

explained in Chapter Four. On the other hand, the results of comparing the textual 

length of the above hypothesis Arabic-English translations confirmed the above 

hypothesis, as shown and discussed in Chapter Four.   
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4. Each explicitation sub-technique was reported in the study with actual examples 

taken from the source text and its two Arabic translations. Each example consisted of a 

text segment taken from the source text together with its two Arabic translations 

equivalent. Furthermore, in each example, the relevant words which exhibited the 

explicitation were underlined to highlight the explicitation techniques in the Arabic 

translations. These instances of explicitation techniques were sample of many instances 

detected in the tables. At the end of Chapter four, tables were drawn so as to record all 

explicitation sub-technique and to show their actual position in the appendices. 

Moreover, these tables recorded the results of differences and correspondences between 

the two translators.  

5. The results of differences and correspondences, as reported in all tables, revealed that 

the two translators sometimes differ or agree in using a given sub-technique for the 

same text segment. 

6. The present study also drew tables which summarized the numbers of sub-techniques 

between the two translators and other tables which summarized differences and 

correspondences. 

7. The present study summarized the types of explicitation techniques in Table (14) 

which illustrated that Al-Aqqaad used more explicitation techniques than Abdullah. In 

other words, the results of the analysis of Al-Aqqaad's explicitation techniques revealed 

that Al-Aqqaad's translation was more acceptable and abiding by the target readers' 

expectations. Conversely, the results of analyzing Abdullah's translation with the 

explicitation techniques showed that Abdullah's translation was more adequate in that it 

manifested more the ' finger prints' of the source text's writer's style and language. 

8. The results of detecting and classifying the sub-techniques in all examples of 

explicitation were interpreted in Chapter Four in order to investigate the functions or the 
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conditioning factors behind using such sub-techniques by the two translators. Primarily, 

it was found that the motives were sub-divided into: (1) avoiding ambiguity, (2) adding 

extra explicitness, (3) explicating logical relations, and (4) explicating language- and 

culture-specific features. Moreover, Chapter Four interpreted the disagreement and 

agreement between the two translators through the interpretation of most tables which 

were reported at the end of Chapter Four.    

9. The results of analyzing and detecting explicitation techniques shed light and 

confirmed the role of the two translators as communicators. In other words, the two 

target texts would not have been explicated without the translators' understanding, 

consciously or subconsciously, of the differences between the two cultures and their 

own role as text mitigators. 

10. The results of the analysis of the Arabic translated texts enrich the field of TS in 

general and translation theory in particular since English and Arabic are culturally and 

genetically distant languages. Studies in TS have been generally biased towards English 

and other European languages and Arabic translated texts have been under- 

investigated. 

 

5.1 Recommendations 

1. The field of TS has received great attention especially after the development of 

electronic corpora and the impact of globalization. Thus, TS should be studied as an 

inter-disciplinary field. In other words, Arab universities of graduate studies have to 

give more attention to teaching and research of translation studies, especially of the 

corpus- based and descriptive type.  

2. The student of translation has to be acquainted with how s/he could transfer the 

meaning (the message) of source text. Rendering the message is not an easy task since 
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without understanding the message, s/he may not be able to find explicit clues for 

solving the linguistic and extra linguistic features in the process of translation. Strictly 

speaking, it is important to educate students about the visibility and responsibility of the 

translator in the translation processes as a text mitigator and cultural communicator. 

Additionally, the student of translation has to realize that s/he deals with different 

language systems and different cultures. The student of translation, therefore, has to be 

faithful to the source text and author, as well as, to be acceptable to her/ his TL readers 

and language norms. 

3. The results of the present study are based on a small corpus of English and Arabic 

parallel texts because of time restrictions. In future studies, it would be useful to 

replicate such results by using larger corpora. The use of large corpora from similar and 

different text types may shed light on other sub-techniques which are related to Arabic 

translations. The findings, therefore, will add new linguistic and textual features to the 

field of TS in general and translation theory in particular.  

4. This study dealt with English-Arabic translations. In future studies, it could be used 

the other direction, viz. Arabic-English translations by using large corpora in order 

investigate the various techniques of explicitation.  

 

5. Furthermore, the results of textual explicitation in this study did not reach to definite 

judgments about the reason behind increasing and decreasing the number of words in 

the translated texts because of using small corpus. In future studies, it would be useful 

to search for such study by using large corpora such as translated novels or drama in 

both directions, viz. English-Arabic translation and Arabic-English translation for the 

sake of investigating the same reason mentioned above.    
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Appendix (1) 

A Rose for Emily 

(By William Faulkner) 

S.1:  When Miss Emily Grierson died, our whole town went to her funeral: the men 

through a sort of respectful affection for a fallen moment, the woman mostly out of 

curiosity to see the inside of her house, which no one save an old man servant –a 

combined gardener and cook- had seen in at last ten years.  

S.2:  It was a big, squarish house that had once been white, decorated with cupolas and 

spires and scrolled balconies in the heavily lightsome style of the seventies, set on what 

had once been our select street.  

S.3: But garages and cotton gins had encroached and obliterated even the august names 

of that neighborhood; only Miss Emily’s house was left, lifting its stubborn and 

coquettish decay above the cotton wagons and the gasoline pumps-an eyesore among 

eyesores.  

S.4: And now Miss Emily had gone to join the representatives of those August names 

where they lay in the cedar-bemused cemetery among the ranked and anonymous 

graves of Union and Confederate Soldiers who fell at the battle of Jefferson. 

S.5: Alive, Miss Emily had been a tradition, a duty, and a care; a sort of hereditary 

obligation upon the town, dating from that day in 1894 when Colonel Sartoris, the 

mayor –he who fathered the edict that no Negro woman should appear on the streets 

without an apron- remitted her taxes, the dispensation dating from the death of her 

father on into perpetuity. 

S.6: Not that Miss Emily would have accepted charity. 
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S.7: Colonel Sartoris invented an involved tale to the effect that Miss Emily's father had 

loaned money to the town, which the town, as a matter of business, preferred this way 

of repaying, 

S.8: Only a man of Colonel Sartoris' generation and though could have invented it, and 

only a woman could have believed it. 

S.9: When the next generation, with its more modern ideas, became mayors and 

aldermen, this arrangement created some little dissatisfaction. 

S.10: On the first of the year they mailed her a tax notice. 

S.11: February came, and there was no reply. 

S.12: They wrote her a formal letter, asking her to call at the Sheriff's office at her 

convenience. 

S.13: A week later the mayor wrote her himself, offering to call or to send his car for 

her, and received in reply a note on paper of an archaic shape, in a thin, flowing 

calligraphy in faded ink, to the effect that she no longer went out at all. 

S.14: The tax notice was also enclosed, without comment. 

S.15: They called a special meeting of the Board of Aldermen. 

S.16: A deputation waited upon her, knocked at the door through which no visitor had 

passed since she ceased giving China-painting lessons eight on ten years earlier. 

S.17: They were admitted by the old Negro into a dim hall from which a stairway 

mounted into still more shadow. 

S.18: It smelled of dust and disuse –a close, dank smell. 

S.19: The Negro led them into the parlor. 

S.20: It was furnished in heavy, leather-covered furniture. 

S.21: When the Negro opened the blinds of one window, a faint dust rose sluggishly 

about their thighs, spinning with slow notes in the single sun-ray. 
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S.22: On a tarnished gilt easel before the fireplace stood a crayon portrait of Miss 

Emily's father. 

S.23: They rose when she entered –a small, fat woman in black, with a thin gold chain 

descending to her waist and vanishing into her belt, leaning on an ebony cane with a 

tarnished gold head. 

S.24: Her skeleton was small and spare; perhaps that was why what would have been 

merely plumpness in another was obesity in her. 

S.25: She looked-bloated, like a body long submerged in motionless water, and of that 

pallid hue. 

S.26: Her eyes, lost in the fatty ridges of her face, looked like two small pieces of cool 

pressed into a lump of dough as they moved from one face to another while the visitors 

stated their errand. 

S.27: She did not ask them to sit. 

S.28: She just stood in the door and listened quietly until the spokesman came to a 

stumbling halt. 

S.29: Then they could hear the invisible watch ticking at the end of the gold chain. 

S.30: Her voice was dry and cold. 

S.31: "I have no taxes in Jefferson. 

S.32: Colonel Sartoris explained it to me. 

S.33: Perhaps one of you can give access to the city records and satisfy yourselves". 

S.34: But we have. 

S.35: We are the city authorities, Miss Emily. 

S.36: Didn't you get a notice from the Sheriff, signed by him?" 

S.37: "I received a paper, yes" Miss Emily said, "Perhaps he consider himself the 

Sheriff…. 
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S.38: I have no taxes in Jefferson. 

S.39: "But there is nothing on the books to show that, you see. 

S.40: We must go by the…..". 

S.41: "See Colonel Sartoris. 

S.42: I have no taxes in Jefferson". 

S.43: "But Miss Emily …..". 

S.44: "See Colonel Sartoris". 

S.45: (Colonel Sartoris had been dead almost ten years). 

S.46: "I have no taxes in Jefferson. 

S.47: Tobe! "The Negro appeared. 

S.48: "Show these gentlemen out". 

 

Section (II) 

S.49: So she vanquished them, horse and foot, just as she had vanquished their fathers 

thirty years before about the smell. 

S.50: That was two years after her father's death and a short time after her sweetheart –

the one we believed would marry her- had deserted her. 

S.51: After her father's death she went out very little; after her sweetheart went away, 

people hardly saw her at all. 

S.52: A few of the ladies had the temerity to call but were not received, and the only 

sign of life about the place was the Negro man –a young man then- going in and out 

with a market basket. 

S.53: "Just as if a man –any man- could keep a kitchen properly," the ladies said; so 

they were not surprised when the smell developed. 
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S.54: It was another link between the gross, teeming world and the high and mighty 

Griersons. 

S.55: A neighbor, a woman, complained to the mayor, Judge Stevens, eighty years old. 

S.56: "But what will you have me do about it, madam?" he said. 

S.57: "Why, send her word to stop it," the woman said". 

S.58: "Isn't there a law?" 

S.59: "I'm sure that won't be necessary," Judge Stevens said. 

S.60: "It's probably just a snake or a rat that nigger of hers killed in the yard. 

S.61: I'll speak to him about it". 

S.62: The next day he received two more complaints, one from a man who came in 

different deprecation. 

S.63: "We really must do something about it, Judge. 

S.64: I'd be the last one in the world to bother Miss Emily, but we've got to do 

something". 

S.65: That night the Board of Aldermen met –three grey- beards and one younger man, 

a member of rising generation. 

S.66: "It's simple enough," he said. 

S.67: "Send her word to have her place cleaned up. 

S.68: Give her a certain time to do it in, and if she don't….". 

S.69: "Dammit, sir," Judge Stevens said, "will you accuse a lady to her face of smelling 

bad?" 

S.70: So the next night, after midnight, four men crossed Miss Emily's lawn and slunk 

about the house like burglars, sniffing along the base of the brickwork and at the cellar 

openings while one of them performed a regular sowing motion with his hand out of a 

sack slung from his shoulder. 
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S.71: They broke open the cellar door and sprinkled lime there, and in all the 

outbuildings. 

S.72: As they crossed the lawn, a window that had been dark was lighted and Miss 

Emily sat in it, the light behind her, and her upright torso motionless as that of an idol. 

S.73: They crept quietly across the lawn and into the shadow of the locusts that lined the 

street. 

S.74: After a week or two the smell went away. 

S.75: That was when people had begun to feel really sorry for her. 

S.76: People in our town, remembering how old lady Wyatt, her great-aunt, had gone 

completely crazy at last believed that the Griersons held themselves a little too high for 

what they really were. 

S.77: None of the young men were quite good enough for Miss Emily and such. 

S.78: We had long thought of them as a tableau; Miss Emily a slender figure in white in 

the background, her father a straddled silhouette in the foreground, his back to her and 

clutching a horsewhip, the two of them framed by the back-flung front door. 

S.79: So when she got to be thirty and was still single, we were not pleased exactly, but 

vindicated; even with insanity in the family she wouldn't have turned down all of her 

chances if they had really materialized. 

S.80: When her father died, it got about that the house was all that was left to her; and in 

a way, people were glad. 

S.81: At last they could pity Miss Emily.  

S.82: Being left alone, and a pauper, she had become humanized. 

S.83: Now she too would know the old thrill and the old despair of a penny more or 

less. 
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S.84: The day after his death all her ladies prepared to call at the house and offer 

condolence and aid, as is our custom. 

S.85: Miss Emily met them that her father was not dead. 

S.86: She did that for three days, with the ministers calling on her, and the doctors, 

trying to persuade her to let them dispose of the body. 

S.87: Just as they were about to resort the law and force, she broke down, and they 

buried her father quickly. 

S.88: We did not say she was crazy then. 

S.89: We believed she had to do that. 

S.90: We remembered all the young men her father had driven. Away, and we knew 

that with nothing left, she would have to cling to that which had robbed her as people 

will. 

 

Section (III) 

S.91: She was sick for a long time. 

S.92: When we saw her again, her hair was cut short, making her look like a girl, with a 

vague resemblance to those angels in colored church windows – sort of tragic and 

serene. 

S.93: The town had just let the contracts for paving the sidewalks, and in the summer 

after her father's death they began to work. 

S.94: The construction company came with niggers and mules and machinery, and a 

foreman named Homer Barron, a Yankee – a big, dark, ready man, with a big voice and 

eyes lighter than his face. 

S.95: The little boys would follow in groups to hear him cuss the niggers, and the 

niggers singing in time to the rise and fall of picks. 
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S.96: Pretty soon he knew everybody in town. 

S.97: Whenever you heard a lot of laughing anywhere about the square, Homer Barron 

would be in the center of the group. 

S.98: Presently we began to see him and Miss Emily on Sunday afternoons driving the 

yellow-wheeled buggy and the matched team of bays from the livery stable. 

S.99: At first we were glad that Miss Emily would have an interest, because the ladies 

all said, "of course a Griersons would not think seriously of a Northerner, a day 

laborer." 

S.100: But there were still others, older people, who said that even grief could not cause 

a real lady to forget nobles oblige- without calling it nobles oblige. 

S.101: They just said, "Poor Emily". 

S.102: Her kinsfolk should come to her." 

S.103: She had some kin in Alabama; but years ago her father had fallen out with them 

over the estate of old lady Wyatt, the crazy woman, and there was no communication 

between the two families. 

S.104: They had not even been represented at the funeral. 

S.105: And as soon as the old people said, "Poor Emily", the whispering began. 

S.106: "Do you suppose it's really so?" they said to one another. 

S.107: Of course it is. 

S.108: What else could" 

S.109: This behind their hands; rustling of craned silk and satin behind jalousies closed 

upon the sun of Sunday afternoon as the thin, swift clop-clop-clop of the matched team 

passed: "Poor Emily". 

S.110: She carried her head high enough – even when we believed that she was fallen. 
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S.111: It was as if she demanded more than ever the recognition of her dignity as the 

last Griersons; as if it had wanted that touch of earthiness to reaffirm her 

imperviousness. 

S.112: Like when she bought the rat poison, the arsenic. 

S.113: That was over a year after they had begun to say "Poor Emily", and while the 

two female cousins were visiting her. 

S.114: "I want some poison," she said to the druggist. 

S.115: She was over thirty then, still a slight woman, though thinner than usual, with 

cold, haughty black eyes in a face the flesh of which was strained across the temples 

and about the eyesockets as you imagine a lighthouse – keeper's face ought to look. 

S.116: "I want some poison," she said. 

S.117: "Yes, Miss Emily. 

S.118: What kind? 

S.119: For rats and such? 

S.120: I’d recom….." 

S.121: "I want the best you have. 

S.122: I don't care what kind." 

S.123: The druggist named several. 

S.124: "They'll kill anything up to an elephant. 

S.125: But what you want is……". 

S.126: "Arsenic," Miss Emily said. 

S.127: "Is that a good one?" 

S.128: "Is …… arsenic? 

S.129: Yes ma'am. 

S.130: But what you want …..". 
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S.131: "I want arsenic." 

S.132: The druggist looked down at her. 

S.133: She looked back at him, erect, her face like a strained flag. 

S.134: "Why, of course," the druggist said. 

S.135: "If that's what you want. 

S.136: But the law requires you to tell what you are going to use it for". 

S.137: Miss Emily just stared at him, her head titled back in order to look him eye for 

eye, until he looked away and went and get the arsenic and wrapped it up. 

S.138: The Negro delivery boy brought her the package; the druggist didn't come back. 

S.139: When she opened the package at home there was written on the box, under the 

skull and bones: "For rats". 

 

Section (IV) 

S.140: So the next day we all said, "She will kill herself"; and we said it would be the 

best thing. 

S.141: When she had first begun to be seen with Homer Barron, we had said, "She will 

marry him." 

S.142: Then we said, "She will persuade him yet," because Homer himself had 

remarked- he liked men, and it was known that he drank with the younger men in the 

Elk's Club- that he was not a marrying man. 

S.143: Later we said, "Poor Emily," behind the jalousies as they passed on Sunday 

afternoon in the glittering buggy, Miss Emily with her head high and Homer Barron 

with his hat cocked and a cigar in his teeth, reins and whip in a yellow glove. 

S.144: Then some of the ladies began to say that it was a disgrace to the town and a bad 

example to the young people. 
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S.145: The men did not want to interfere, but at last the ladies forced the Baptist 

minister -Miss Emily's people were Episcopal- to call upon her.  

S.146: He would never divulge what happened during that interview, but he refused to 

go back again. 

S.147: The next Sunday they again drove about the streets, and the following day the 

minister's wife wrote to Miss Emily's relations in Alabama. 

S.148: So she had blood-kin under her roof again and we sat back to watch 

developments. 

S.149: At first nothing happened. 

S.150: Then we were sure that they were to be married. 

S.151: We learned that Miss Emily had been to the jeweler's and ordered a man's toilet 

set in silver, with the letters H.B. on each piece. 

S.152: Two days later we learned that she had bought a complete outfit of men's 

clothing, including a nightshirt, and we said, "They are married." 

S.153: We were really glad. 

S.154: We were glad because the two female cousins were even more Griersons than 

Miss Emily had ever been. 

S.155: So we were not surprised when Homer Barron -the streets had been finished 

some time since- was gone.  

S.156: We were a little disappointed that there was not a public blowing-off, but we 

believed that he had gone on to prepare for Miss Emily's coming, or to give her a 

chance to get rid of the cousins. 

S.157: By that time it was a cabal, and we were all Miss Emily's allies to help 

circumvent the cousins. 

S.158: Sure enough, after another week they were departed. 
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S.159: And, as we had expected all long, within three days Homer Barron was back in 

town. 

S.160: A neighbor saw the Negro man admit him at the kitchen door at dusk one 

evening. 

S.161: And that was the last we saw of Homer Barron. 

S.162: And of Miss Emily for some remained closed. 

S.163: Now and then we would see her at a window for a moment, as the men did that 

night when they sprinkled the lime, but for almost six months she did not appear on the 

streets. 

S.164: Then we knew that this was to be expected too; as if that quality of her father 

which had thwarted her woman's life so many times had been too virulent and too 

furious to die. 

S.165: When we next saw Miss Emily, she had grown fat and her hair was turning gray. 

S.166: During the next few years it grew grayer and grayer until it attained an even 

pepper -and- salt iron- gray, when it ceased turning. 

S.167: Up to the day of her death at seventy-fur it was still that vigorous iron-gray, like 

the hair of an active man. 

S.168: From that time on her front door remained closed, save for a period of six or 

seven years, when she was about forty, during which she gave lessons in China-

painting. 

S.169: She fitted up a studio in one of the downstairs rooms, where the daughters and 

grand-daughters of Colonel Sartoris' contemporaries were sent to her with the same 

regularity and in the same spirit that they were sent on Sundays with a twenty-five cent 

piece for the collection plate. 

S.170: Meanwhile her taxes had been remitted. 
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S.171: Then the newer generation became the backbone and the spirit of the town, and 

the painting pupils grew up and fell away and did not send their children to her with 

boxes of color and tedious brushes and pictures cat from the ladies' magazines. 

S.172: The front door closed upon the last one and remained closed for good. 

S.173: When the town got free postal delivery Miss Emily alone refused to let them 

fasten the metal numbers above her door and attach a mailbox to it. 

S.174: She would not listen to them. 

S.175: Daily, monthly, yearly we watched the Negro grow grayer and more stooped, 

going in and out with the market basket. 

S.176: Each December we sent her a tax notice, which would be returned by the post 

office a week later, unclaimed. 

S.177: Now and then we would see her in one of the downstairs windows –she had 

evidently shut up the top floor of the house- like the carven torso of an idol in a niche, 

looking or not looking at us, we could never tell which. 

S.178: Thus she passed from generation to generation, dear, inescapable, impervious, 

tranquil, and perverse. 

S.179: And so she died. 

S.180: Fell ill in the house filled with dust and shadows, with only a doddering Negro 

man to wait on her. 

S.181: We did not even know she was sick; we had long since given up trying to get any 

information from the Negro. 

S.182: He talked to no one, probably not even to her, for his voice had grown harsh and 

rusty, as it from disuse. 

S.183: She died in on of the downstairs rooms, in a heavy walnut bed with a curtain, her 

gray head propped on a pillow yellow and moldy with age and lack of sunlight. 
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Section (V) 

S.184: The Negro met the first of the ladies at the front door and let them in, with their 

hushed, sibilant voices and their quick, curious glances, and then he disappeared. 

S.185: He walked right through the house and out the back and was not seen again. 

S.186: The two female cousins came at once. 

S.187: They held the funeral on the second day, with the town coming to look at Miss 

Emily beneath a mass of bought flowers, with the craven face of her father musing 

profoundly above the bier and the ladies sibilant and macabre; and the very old men -

some in their brushed Confederate uniforms- on the porch and the lawn, talking of Miss 

Emily as if she had been a contemporary of theirs, believing that they had danced with 

her and courted her perhaps, confusing time with its mathematical progression, as the 

old do, to whom all the past is not a diminishing road, but, instead, a huge meadow 

which no winter ever quite touches, divided from them now by the narrow bottleneck of 

the most recent decade of years. 

S.188: Already we knew that there was one room in that region above stairs which no 

one had seen in forty years, and which would have to be forced. 

S.189: They waited until Miss Emily was decently in the ground before they opened it. 

S.190: The violence of breaking down the door seemed to fill this room with pervading 

dust. 

S.191: A thin, acrid pall as of the tomb seemed to lie everywhere upon this room decked 

and furnished as for a bridal: upon the valance curtains of faded rose color, upon the 

rose-shaded lights, upon the dressing table, upon the delicate array of crystal and the 

man's toilet things backed with tarnished silver, silver so tarnished that the monogram 

was obscured. 
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S.192: Among them lay a collar and tie, as if they had just been removed, which, lifted, 

left upon the surface a pale crescent in the dust. 

S.193: Upon a chair hung the suit, carefully folded; beneath it the two mute shoes and 

the discarded socks. 

S.194: The man himself lay in the bed. 

S.195: For a long while we just stood there, looking down at the profound and fleshless 

grin. 

S.196: The body had apparently once lain in the attitude of an embrace, but now the 

long sleep that outlasts love, that conquers even the grimace of love, had cuckolded 

him. 

S.197: What was left of him, rotted beneath what was left of the nightshirt, had become 

inextricable from the bed in which he lay; and upon him and upon the pillow beside him 

lay that even coating of the patient and biding dust. 

S.198: Then we noticed that in the second pillow was the indentation of a head. 

S.199: Once of us lifted something from it, and leaning forward, that faint and invisible 

dust dry and acrid in the nostrils, we saw a long strand of iron-gray hair. 
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